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ABSTRACT
The objectives of this study
the

were to determine: the practices

LCES clothing program audience and of the general public,

of

if

differences exist between factors of the clothing program audience and
the

general public when controlled for urban or rural status, and if

respondent characteristics are significant predictors of clothing
practice factors.
The research procedure utilized a descriptive design.

A

questionnaire was mailed to 400 randomly -selected Louisiana homemakers
for each of four strata of Extension audience (urban and rural) and
general public (urban and rural).
define the samples.
statements.

Descriptive statistics were used to

Factor analysis was computed on 41 clothing

Analysis of covariance was used to determine if differences

existed between the factor scores of the Extension audience and the
general public.

Correlation coefficients and stepwise multiple

regression were used to develop models of the clothing factors which
predicted clothing practices.
Financial situation changes for a family have an impact on the
clothing practices and strategies to cloth that family.

The Extension

audience used more economical strategies than did the general public.
The strongest prediction models <RJ -.lb) found were frugality and
buying habits.

The prediction models for the shopping, elitism, and

sewing factors (Rf -.10) were second strongest for the clothing factor.
The respondent characteristics of Extension agent clothing influence
entered all regression analyses of clothing factors except buying habits
and lifestyle changes.

The variable of place of residence (urban or

xi

rural) was not a significant predictor, and race and age were
significant predictors in only one factor: buying habits

xii

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Cooperative Extension Service was created by the Smith Lever
Act passed by the 63rd Congress in 1914.

The Act provided for

cooperation of the United States Department of Agriculture and the landgrant universities in supporting extension work.

The mission of the

Cooperative Extension Service is to foster the diffusion and application
of objective,

timely and useful information relating to agriculture,

home economics and community development (Pigg, 1983; Brookfield,

1985).

The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (LCES) is the educational
arm of Louisiana State University and serves the Louisiana citizens who
are not enrolled at the university.

The problems and needs of the

people are the basis for the statewide informal educational programs
provided by LCES, which are open to all people in the state.
Clothing education is one segment of Extension's home economics
resource management program.

All consumers must allocate their personal

resources over a set of competing options (Graham, 1981),

The average

family utilizes about 6 percent of their family budget for clothing
(News,

1986).

The proportion of the family budget spent on apparel has

declined since the 1940's (Winakor,

1989).

The allocation of resources to suit a complex lifestyle Is of
major concern for LCES home economists.
financial management,

The increasing complication of

the uneven performance in the economy, growth in

personal debt, changes in family lifestyle,

1

the amount of time spent in
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household production, and the procurement and use of household goods are
a few of the factors adding to the complexity.
Annual spending for apparel (including shoes, over the counter
fabrics, make-up and personal care) averaged $682 per person in 1986 and
$724 in 1987 (Courtless,

1987a,

1987b).

The 1986 spending level for

apparel rose 1.9% over 1985 and 7.3% from 1986 to 1987 as measured by
the Consumer Price Index.

This increase was the third consecutive year

(including 1985) in which the rate of increase was greater than that for
the overall Consumer Price Index (Courtless,

1987b).

The clothing education program goal is to improve the "quality of
life" by enabling Louisiana homemakers to make better clothing
management decisions.

These decisions include all aspects of clothing

and textile acquisition.
Statement of Problem
The demand for accountability of the Extension urograms has
produced an increasing need for state level evaluation studies of
program areas which can satisfy state and federal legislators,
university leaders,

the general public and Extension administrators.

This need is exemplified by the adoption of the Extension Accountability
and Evaluation System (1983).
Past Extension program evaluations were usually informal and did
not address clothing expenditures and strategies used by Louisiana
homemakers for clothing acquisition.
clothing data,

Information concerning family

resource management strategies and practice adoption is

needed to meet the needs of accountability and evaluation in the
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (LCES).
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Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this study was to determine the impact attributed
to the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (LCES) clothing education
program in major clothing areas of wardrobe planning, budgeting,
shopping alternatives, construction (sewing methods) and care .
The specific objectives of this study were to:
1. Determine the clothing practices of the LCES clothing program
audience and of the general public.
2. Determine if significant differences existed between clothing
factors of the clothing program audience and the general public
controlled for urban/rural status.
3. Determine if selected respondent characteristics are
significant predictors of clothing practice factor models.

The

characteristics used to explain the significant proportion of variance
in these factor analysis were:
a.

family income level

b. age
c

educational level

d. race
e , amount spent on clothing
f . audience type (Extension or general public)
g. children living at home
h , financial situation
i . employment status
J ■ agent influence
k. place of residence (urban or rural)

4
Significance of the Study
This study was designed to provide evidence of program results for
administrators, policy makers, legislators and LCES programing
personnel. The study will provide information on the impact of Extension
programs on adoption of selected clothing and textile practices,

to

determine if there are differences in audiences or places of residence
and will provide benchmark data for future longitudinal studies.

The

findings will be useful in designing and implementing clothing programs
which meet the specific needs of the clientele.

This information is

needed so that the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service clothing
programs may be planned to insure optimal effectiveness in program
direction and credibility.
Limi tat tons
This study possessed the following limitations:
1. The collection of data was implemented within the existing
operating budget and body of personnel.

Therefore, a potential for bias

exists in the use of LCES Home Economists to conduct non-respondent
telephone interviews.
2. Organizational and time constraints did not allow for formal
in-service training of agents in non-respondent telephone interviewing
techniques.

Systematic evening or weekend interviewing was not used to

reach households who were not home during business hours,

therefore, a

potential for bias may exists.
3. The use of telephone subscribers as a source of the general
public population sample may limit the generalizability of the study.
The list may limit the access to Black, Hispanic, or other race

5
subscribers and rural residents.

The list may also be somewhat out of

date due to being published annually and subject to the mobility of the
population.

The list also excludes persons with unlisted phone numbers

and contains duplicate listings for households with more than one
telephone.

The 1980 U.S. Bureau of Census data indicated that 90% of

Louisiana households were telephone subscribers.
4.

Interpretation of data are limited by the perceptions held by

the respondents as to type of store where the respondent shops (i.e.
department, discount, or specialty).

Since these store types were not

defined for the respondents on the questionnaire, differing perceptions
may have existed.
Definitions
The following terms are defined for use in this study:
Agents:

The professional parish level educators of the LCES; the

agents mentioned in this study are home economists.
Agent Influence:

The level of adoption of Extension Service

educational programs by the respondents in regard to the following
clothing subject matter areas: budgeting for needs; wardrobe planning;
shopping alternatives;

selecting fabrics, patterns, and notions; sewing

methods; and caring for clothing.
Clothing Practices:

Refers to the investigated clothing attitudes

and skills related to acquisition, expenditure patterns, shopping
practices,

and lifestyle of individual.

Clothing Program:

The total educational efforts of all LCES

personnel in the broad subject matter of clothing and textiles.
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Clothing. Program Audience:

Persons who have been involved in LCES

clothing program educational learning experiences such as meetings,
letters, publications, and individual contacts on a regular basis.
Department Store:

A relatively large chain or independent store

which offers a broad variety of general merchandise.

Stores are divided

into departments where both private labels and brand-name items are
available (Money Management Institute [MMI], 1980).
Pi scount Store:

A chain or independent store which charges

than other retailers for similar merchandise.

less

The markups are lower;

their profits depend upon a higher volume of goods sold and lower
operating costs (MMI,

1980).

Extension Home Economics Program Participant:

A term which refers

to individuals who have been involved through meetings,
letters,individual contacts and carried on an Extension mailing list on
a regular basis in home economics programs (which include clothing
subject matter) of the LCES,

Also referred to as clothing program

audience.
General Public:

A term which refers to Louisiana individuals who

have a telephone and have not regularly participated in Extension
clothing programs but could have been exposed to the LCES through mass
media or received general information.
impact:

The economic, social, environmental and individual

consequences (results) of program -induced learning and practices.
study examined respondent practices as an indicator of impact.
(Extension Accountability/Evaluation System,
LCES:

1983).

The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service.

This
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Parish:

One of the sixty-four civil geographical designated areas

of Louisiana.
Rural Parish:

One of the six parishes in this study that are

defined as the open countryside and places with fewer than 2,500
Inhabitants that are not in the suburbs of large cities (U.S. Bureau of
Census, 1983).
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA):

A statistical

standard for one or more counties (parishes) or towns with an urbanized
area of at least 50,000 inhabitants, may also include outlying counties
which have a high degree of economic and social integration with the
nucleus (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1983).
Specialists:

State level personnel of the LCES who maintain

expertise in one specific subject matter (in this study, clothing) and
work primarily with the agents, rather than directly with the public.
Specialty Store:

A chain or independent store which specializes in

a single line or certain category of merchandise, such as clothing,
slices, or accessories (MMI, 1980).
Urban Parish;

One of twelve parishes (county) in several heavily

populated areas of more than 2,500 people which has a high degree of
economic or social integration with an urbanized area.
are:

Those parishes

Bossier, Caddo, Calcasieu, Grant, Jefferson, Lincoln, Orleans,

Ouachita, Rapides, St. Charles,

St. Tammany and Webster.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The research design for this study was developed after an
investigation of pertinent literature.

The report of this literature Is

divided into major sections which include Extension program evaluation
and Extension impact and accountability studies.
Extension Program Evaluation
The need for Extension evaluation studies which are credible to
state and federal legislators,
is increasing.

subject matter specialists, and clientele

These studies must be designed to give program results

that are accurate and reliable (Rivera, Bennett, 6 Walker,

1983).

The

"Report of the National Task Force on Extension Accountability and
Evaluation System" included the recommendation that state Extension
Services undertake in-depth studies of inputs, operations and impacts of
selected programs in order to meet needs for accountability and
evaluation (Rivera et al, 1983).

According to Perrow (1970), an

organization is generally assumed to have a protected status as long as
its products are considered important to society.

Legitimacy is granted

when society finds the output of an organization desirable and wishes
the organization to continue.

Value is placed upon the output and,

consequently, upon the organization producing it.
Impact evaluation or program impact is often defined in various
ways.

Impact may be intended or unintended, positive or negative, at

the closing of a program or service, and it may be viewed over either a

8
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long or short period of time.

Impact evaluation may be the whole

program evaluation or only a part of the levels of program results
(Bennett, 1979).
Types of Evaluation
Traditional models of instructional programming tend to utilize
evaluation as one phase of a cyclical process,

the phase following

program planning and implementation.

recent models suggest

However,

that evaluation is a part of each phase of programming.

Different

models are divided into different phases or titled differently.

All of

the models deal with what kind of program to have, how to conduct it,
and what improvements are needed (Rivera et al.,

1983).

Stufflebean (1971) identifies evaluations which select program
purposes regarding intended clientele benefits (content), select program
designs capable of achieving the desired clientele benefits (inputs),
improve program designs or implementation (process), and improve program
designs or purposes to achieve intended clientele benefits (products).
Some authors subdivide the types referred to by Stufflebean or
attach different names to the type.

Dave (1980) divided product or

impact evaluations into those which examine short-term results and those
which examine long-term results.

Earlier Scriven (1967) introduced the

concepts of formative and summative evaluation with context and inputs
as parts of formative evaluation and process and product as parts of
summative evaluation.
Bennett (1979)

identified the final three levels of the evidence

model as three levels of program results.
(a) educational,

(b) practice, and (c) end.

These levels of results are
The educational results

10
include changes in clientele knowledge, attitudes, skills, and
aspirations.

The practice results include clientele patterns of

behavior, actions, or performance stemming from educational results.
End results include consequences or impacts of educational and/or
practice results.
Rossi and Freeman (1982) identified three dimensions of program
evaluation:

(a) analysis related to conceptualization and design of

interventions,

(b) monitoring of program implementation, and (c)

assessment of program effectiveness or impact and its efficiency.
Rossi's classification of evaluation in terms of the purpose of the
evaluation and the types of activities include:
(content, pre-installation,
assessment,

(a)

feasibility analysis),

(c) formative evaluation,

front-end analysis

(b) evaluability

(d) impact evaluation,

(e) program

monitoring, and (f) evaluation of evaluation (Evaluation Research
Soc iety, 1982).
Evaluation Users
The various types of program results are different according to
the different kind of users.

Different kinds of users may use

information on particular levels of program results and not use others
because of responsibilities.
The higher the position of a user, the greater the need for
information on a program's end result or impact.

Rivera's (1982) model

of program users is a pyramid starting from the top:
(legislators) who o1Fersee policy administrators,
administrators,

(a) policy makers

(b) policy

(c) program managers, and (d) program staff.
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Steps in Evaluation
Evaluation literature lists different steps considered essential
by the authors for identifying, program results.
Knowles (1970) divided the program evaluation process into four
steps:

(a) formulate the questions to be answered,

that will help to answer the questions,

(b) collect the data

(c) analyze the data and

interpret them in relation to the questions asked, and (d) propose
modifications of the plans, operations, and programs in light of the
i indings.
The United States General Accounting Office's "Assessing Social
Program Impact Evaluation:

A Checklist Approach"

(cited in Rivera et

a l ., 1983) provided a systematic framework for organizing evidence on
program results with emphasis on the political nature of evaluation, not
just for program development and improvement, but also for justification
or change.

It highlighted the procedures of:

(b) data collection,

(c) data analysis,

(a) evaluation planning,

(d) reporting findings, and (e)

data disclosure.
Beder (1979) developed a more detailed planning and implementation
strategy of eight steps in successful evaluations as follows:
1.

Decide on the purpose and use of evaluation.

2.

Determine what will be evaluated.

3.

Acquire and allocate evaluation resources.

A.

Establish a proper climate (participation

5.

Choose an evaluation design, or approach,

6.

Conduct the evaluation.

and cooperation),
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7.

Report the evaluation.

8.

Act on the evaluation.

An advisory (consultative) or steering (planning) committee can be
valuable in providing advice, according to Cunningham (cited in Rivera
et al . , 1983).

Establishing an advisory committee is the first step

which is part of the Cooperative Extension philosophy.
Kappa Systems,

Inc. (1979) completed an extensive appraisal and

summarization of studies of Extension program effectiveness,
guidelines for improving evaluations.

including

Limitations in methodology and

reporting common to many of the studies appraised were identified.

Ten

guidelines developed for future studies, closely related to steps in
evaluation, ar e :
1.

Clearly state study purposes.

2.

Specify study limitations and/or degree of generalizability.

3.

Describe the Extension program being assessed.

9.

Relate study questions and measures to program objectives.

5.

Discuss the reliability and validity of the measures

selected.
6.

Establish a link between client outcomes and program

delivery,
7.

Provide adequate labeling of tables, charts, and graphs.

8.

Separate presentation of findings from conclusions.

9.

Provide adequate support for conclusions and a comparison if

program success or failure is concluded.
10.

Balance completeness of report with succinctness of

presentation.
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Standards for Evaluation
Two major sets of standards appropriate to Extension program
evaluation have appeared:
Educational Evaluation,

(a) The Joint Committee on Standards for

"Standards for Evaluations of Educational

Programs, Projects, and Materials"

(1981), and (b) Evaluation Research

Society Standards Committee,

"Evaluation Research Society Standards for

Program Evaluation" (1982).

The Joint Committee's Standards are

organized under four main headings:
evaluations,

(a) utility standards for useful

(b) feasibility standards for realistic, prudent,

diplomatic, and frugal evaluations,

(c) propriety standards for regard

of the welfare and human dignity of evaluation, and (d) accuracy
standards for technical adequacy of evaluation.
Rivera et a l . (1983) stated the Joint
equate high quality program evaluation with
methodology,

Committees' standards do

not

technically accurate

Patton (1983) contends that evaluation can be viewed as a

specialized application of general Extension methods and principles.
Forest and Kossing (1982) agree that Extension must do a better job of
evaluation and accountability.

It should not lose the "human character"

and strengths associated with its philosophy.
The Evaluation Research Society's standards are similar to
evaluation standards set by the Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational Evaluation.
to Rivera et al.

The section on structure and design, according

(1983), further emphasized

conceived in a vacuum, and a clear approach
specified and justified.

that evaluations cannotbe
or design should be

Impact studies require specific methods and

types of treatment to be fully described and justified.
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Extension Impact and Accountability
The 1977 Food and Agriculture Act mandated an overall evaluation
of "social and economic consequences" of the Cooperative Extension
Service programs,

including those programs related to agricultural

production and distribution, home economics, nutrition education,
community development, and 4-H youth programs (Food and Agriculture Act
of 1977).

Pigg (1980) states that the language used in the directive,

and the interpretation, pose an evaluation problem that is beyond the
conventional methods in the past.

This evaluation called for an

examination of Extension clientele behavior changes, not how much
information could be recalled by the learner.
Impac t
Impact studies defined in the Guidelines for the Extension A/E
System (1983) state that these should be technically valid in-depth
studies to assess:

(a) the economic or social consequences of Extension

efforts, and (b) other aspects of Extension inputs, operations, or
programs.

Impact studies are part of an Extension-wide coordinated and

integrated problem-solving approach to program development.

The

Extension A/E System emphasized studies of economic and social
consequence while allowing for other types of studies.
Because direct measures of program impact are often difficult to
obtain, Rivera at a l . (1983) suggested that clientele practices be used
as indicators of impact.

The impact study could be viewed as a two

directional process, pointing toward the practice producing the impact
and measurement of the impact results pointing toward the program that
produced the practice adoption.
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Rivera et a l . (1985) conclude that an impact study should assess a
program’s final consequences.

The impact study should (a) provide

evidence bearing directly on the program's end result, or (b) discuss
how the program's measured educational and/or practice results might be
expected to produce its end results.
Accountability
Accountability process should be included in the ongoing program
efforts of an organization.
to crisis,

Legitimacy cannot be handled as a response

but must be a continuous process of communication between the

organization and its environment (including not only traditional
clientele, but funding bodies, political decision-makers and the general
public (Warner & Christenson,

1984).

Pressure for Extension accountability has been applied from many
sources:

Congressional Acts, Congressional Extension Oversight

Hearings,

the Government Accounting Office, and the Extension Service

USDA Administration.

This need for evidence of Extension's

accomplishments calls lor solid evaluation and a commitment of staff to
do a better job of letting others know of these accomplishments
(Extension Accountability/Evaluation System,

1983).

Warner and Christenson (1984) state that conducting a national
evaluation of Extension that focuses on program impact is a difficult
task because of lack of consensus as to appropriate measures of
consequences and the variation of subject matter in geographical areas.
Accountability efforts, according to Bennett (1982), tend to be reduced
to reports on the major Extension program areas.

Yet impact measures

and indicators of performance are important to the future of Extension,
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Extension must embrace the concept of accountability by its own ability
to document impact, demonstrate effectiveness, and maintain a positive
political climate for the organization as a whole if it is to survive
(Warner and Christenson,

1989),
Extension Impact Studies

Extension data is necessary to be able to adequately access
program accomplishment.
practices,

This data includes clientele adoption

a profile of current clientele characteristics and public

leaders and lawmakers perception of program focuses and effectiveness.
In the past most of these studies have been informal within the
organizat ion.
A study in Iowa (Haskell,

1989) identified the future direction

for the Iowa Cooperative Extension Service.

The results indicated that

there were significant differences in the perceptions of public leaders
and Extension personnel in program areas and selected demographic
variables.

The public leaders’ responses were more homogeneous than the

responses of the Extension personnel in home economics,
family concerns and economic development.

nutrition,

The Extension personnel

responses indicated differences in types of programs planned for rural
areas in agriculture production and marketing, natural and environmental
resources, 9-H, home economics and community development.
Hogan (1985) found similar responses in a study of U.S. Senators
concerning the role of extension in rural America.

The data indicated

the senators felt that the CES provides a necessary service to a large
segment of the rural population

The respondents indicated CES programs
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had positive impact on the economic welfare of families, communities and
the states.
The Milk study of issues of importance to urban extension
indicated that programs are different for states and counties.

Urban

extension programs must change and adapt if they are to meet the needs
of city people.

A knowledge of community resources and networking with

a cooperative attitude are essential
urban audiences (Milk,

to the development of programs for

1988)

Rowe in 1985 studied Extension program use by the general public
and Extension audiences in Idaho,
non-farm residents,

Half of the respondents were rural

23 percent from farms and the remainder from towns.

The method of mass media was used by more than 53 percent of the
respondents who indicated the educational information useful.

Subjects

most requested or indicated an interest in by the respondents included
traditional agriculture, home economics, household and landscape
gardening,

farm and home management, and 9-H youth (Rowe, 1985).

Evaluation of Extension home economics programs have focused on
program planning and clientele adoption practices (Alcorn, 1986;
Lawrence, Carter, Verma & Schexnayder,
Scholl,

1988, Reichel, 1987; Rowe, 1987;

1986; Verma, Montgomery & Cyrus, 1987).

Pigg (1980) insists

that these studies include Extension clientele behavior change.
Findings in the Scholl (1986) study indicate advisory committee
input to be the predominate way of determining which programs to offer
the CES clients.

The home economists used a variety of techniques to

obtain ideas for programs.

These programs and idea origins included

clothing and textiles programs suggested by advisory committees, needs
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Identified by in-depth studies and skinuning popular literature.

The

findings of the study indicate a significant difference in program
planning for the home economists.

The use of advisory committees and

in-depth studies were significant from other program planning sources.
Clothing practices which included shopping, options, budgeting
and sewing techniques were studied in an Idaho impact evaluation.

The

sewing techniques taught by Extension home economists were reported to
be adopted by over 50 percent of the Idaho homemakers (Rowe,1987).
Ninety-four percent did some home sewing and one-third sewed most or all
clothing for self, spouse and/or children.

Only about 30 percent

indicated being very satisfied with their sewing results.

Shopping and

budgeting for clothing needs were reported to be adopted by 32 percent
of the homemakers,

Clothing and textile sewing related programs were

cited for program planning emphasis less often than other clothing
management programs
Review of clothing and textile literature reveals one published
study concerning the Extension Homemaker Club members.

Alcorn (1986)

questioned 205 homemakers including 100 Expanded Food/Nutrition
Extension Program clients.
homemakers,

The data indicated 22 percent of the younger

those with low incomes, and homemakers with larger families

tended to budget their clothing needs by buying clothing when money was
available.

Younger homemakers,

those with lower incomes, and homemakers

with larger families more often paid for clothing using cash.

As the

age and income increased the homemaker used charge accounts more often
to pay for clothing.

Homemakers of all age groups and incomes preferred

the department store for purchasing clothing items.

Relationships did
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exist between age and income and store preference for purchasing certain
articles of clothing.

Significant relationships were found for buying

of mens' work clothes in department stores for lower income.
income and younger homemakers tended to
in various types of stores.

Higher

purchase all types ofclothing

The study revealed little or no

relationship between clothing selection factors (types of stores and
shopping time) and age and income of the homemakers in the study..
Louisiana's Impact Studies
Four major home economics LCES studies have shown an impact from
Extension teaching (Futrell
Reichel,

and Wilson, 1984; Lawrence et al., 1988;

1987; and Verma et a l ., 1987).

Reichel conducted a comparison group study with Extension housing
audience and the general public.

The study revealed that participation

in educational housing programs and using Extension Service information
had a significant positive impact upon adoption of practices and
knowledge relating to housing.
Methods for increasing financial satisfaction of Extension
Homemaker Club members was studied by Lawrence et a l ., (1988),

This

study confirmed that those people who use financial practices taught by
Extension tend to be more satisfied with their financial situations.
The study's data suggests many implications for consumer educators to
meet the needs of LCES clients.
Findings from the Verma et a l . (1987) study conclude that clients
of the two Land-grant universities programs exhibited nutrition
learning. The educational experiences impacted on the adoption of the
practices of the homemakers.
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Futrell and Wilson (1983) in a study of 280 Louisiana homemakers
(which included Homemaker Club members and persons participating in
special programs) found the Extension Service had an influence on the
adoption of practices taught in the clothing and textile program.

The

clients were asked to indicate their adoption of practices in three
categories: much, some and little or no influence.

Much influence was

indicated by the homemakers as follows; 38 percent on wardrobe planning,
32 percent on sewing techniques, 48 percent on clothing care practices
and 4/ percent from personal appearance programs.

The little or no

influence category of Extension influence revealed the following:
percent on sewing techniques,
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14 percent on wardrobe planning and 8

percent on both of the categories of care of clothing and appearance.
The respondents indicated over 93 percent had graduated from high school
or college, 82 percent had family Incomes over $10,000, 43 percent were
in the 36-55 age group and 56 percent were members of an Extension
Homemakers club,
Summary
Impact evaluation studies as defined in the guidelines for the
Extension accountability/evaluation system state that these studies
should assess the economic or social consequences of Extension efforts
and other aspects of Extension inputs, operations or programs.
Evaluating the consequences or impacts of Cooperative Extension
Service programs is important and should give results that are accurate
and reliable.

The design of a program impact evaluation must take into

account the program adoption process and questions of accountability as
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well as program delivery and methods of measuring impact that may be
produced by other sources.
Extension impact research is limited in home economics and in the
area of clothing and textiles.

Clothing studies in Louisiana have been

limited in scope or informal assessments of persons participating in
homemaker clubs or special clothing programs.

Research is needed to

assess the changes brought on by economic factors and how these relate
to clothing management practices such as budgets,

shopping, home sewing

and clothing satisfaction of the family members.

Information on impact

the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service clothing program has on its
clientele and the general public is needed for effective program
planning and evaluation.

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH PROCEDURES
The research procedures are presented in six sections:
design,

(b) instrument development,

(c) population,

(a) study

(d) sampling

procedure,(e ) data collection, and (f) data analysis.
Study Design
The research procedure utilized was a descriptive survey research
design.

This study was designed to be able to identify the differences

in clothing piactices of rural and urban members of the LCES clothing
program audience and the general public.
Instrument Development
The questionnaire developed for this study was identical for both
groups witli the exception of color for the cover.

The cover of the

questionnaire was color coded to expedite data input -- yellow for the
Extension clothing audience and green for the general public.
The instrument was developed after a thorough review of the
literature and contained the following;
a.

Section A - 41 Likert type scale questions on attitudes

toward expenditures, shopping and lifestyles,
b.

Section B - 3 parts of 14 questions each on stores shopped,

c.

Section C * 20 demographic data questions,

d.

Section D - 6 Likert type scale questions on influence of

LCES clothing program.
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An expert panel was asked to evaluate the instrument for content
validity.

This panel was as follows:

Dr. Ellenor Kelley, Chairman, Textiles and Clothing Section
School of Home Economics, Louisiana State University,
ret ired,
Mrs.

Peggy P oche, fabric shop owner,
Fabrics,

Fabrics, Fabrics,

Dr. Virginia Wimberly, Professor, Clothing and Textiles
Department, University of Southwest Louisiana,
Mrs,

Eloise Futrell, Family Life Specialist (former Clothing
Specialist), Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service,

Mrs.

Carolyn Carter, Family Resource Management Specialist,
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service,

Dr. Karen Behra, Family Resource Management Specialist and
Extension Impact Evaluation Team member, Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service, and
Mrs. Jane Jones, Home Economist in Grant Parish, Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service.
The questionnaire was field tested by mailed survey with 30 West
Baton Rouge Parish homemakers--16 Extension home economics program
participants and la members of the general public taken from the
telephone book.
response rate.

Twenty-five questionnaires were returned for a 83%
Only minor changes in the instrument were determined to

be necessary as a result of the field test.
Following the field test the panel of experts was asked to re
evaluate the instrument for validity.

Minor changes such as grouping

some of the personal and demographic data and making the clothing
expenditure question (number C-20) open ended were suggested.

A copy of

the final questionnaire is in Appendix A.
The reliability of the instrument scale was assessed for internal
consistency using the Cronbach's Alpha procedure.

Reliability
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coefficient for section A of the questionnaire was .87.

According to

Gay (1979), reliability scores in the eighties are very satisfactory for
personality or attitude tests.
Populat ion
The population for the study consisted of Louisiana residents
during the period from June 1, 1986 to July 1, 1987.

The population was

stratified into four strata by random sampling within a cluster sample:
clothing program audience (urban and rural) and general public (urban
and rura 1).
Tiie clothing program audience strata consisted of persons on 12
parish level LCES mailing lists who were involved in home economics
programs (through meetings,

or receipt of written materials or circular

letters) in the parish.
The general public strata consisted of Louisiana households from
the same 12 parishes who had never participated in LCES programs
according to parish records or were not on current parish mailing lists.
It. was assumed that the questionnaire would be answered by the homemaker
of the household, probably female, but males were not excluded.
Sampling Procedure
The populations identified in the above section for this study
were stratified into clothing program audience (urban and rural) and
general public (urban and rural)
To draw the stratified random sample the U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1983) Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) for 1980
classifications were used to designate urban and rural areas.

Six urban

parishes were randomly drawn for this study: Caddo, Grant, Orleans,
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Rapides, St, Tammany, and Webster.

All parishes that were not in an

SMSA were placed in the rural classification and six parishes were
randomly drawn: Concordia, Jackson, Jefferson Davis, Lafourche,
Vermilion, and West Feliciana.

The expert panel listed on page 51

decided that the randomly drawn six urban and six rural parishes would
be representative of the Louisiana population for generalization of
data.
An impact study in 1984 by the Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service showed 15,261 homemaker club members, and 22,000 other program
participants on mailing lists from the parishes. The LCES Home
Economists from the 12 parishes drawn for this study were requested to
send a copy of their mailing lists to the state office (see Appendix B ) ,
These mailing lists yielded 5,966 names (3,154 urban and 2,812 rural).
The general public population was taken from current telephone
subscribers listed in telephone books for the 12 parishes. These lists
yielded 518,410 names (457,868 urban and 60,542 rural).
Sample

Siz e

The necessary sample size was calculated using Cochran's formula
(Snedecor & Cochran,
finite population.

1980) for determining minimum sample size for a
The level of precision used in the calculation was

5% risk and 3% margin of error.

The resulting minimum sample size

for each strata of the two populations was 77 based on the 1980 U.S.
Census Bureau household data for Louisiana residents (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 198 3).
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Calculations for the strata sample size are shown below:
“ £:

nD - fl.96K.67)
( .16)

nL, - 3.84 ( .43)
.022b

n( - 7 7

Where:

t

-

risk (6%)

d

-

acceptable margin of error (3%)

-

estimated variance (.43)

n0 -

(1.96)

needed minimum sample size

A stratified sample of 400 persons was selected.
consisted of 100 persons.

Each strata

Three names were drawn from both the urban

and rural Extension clothing audience strata and six names were drawn
from both the urban and rural general public strata to serve as
replacements in case of frame errors due to death or refusal to
participate by the respondent

The difference in number of alternates

selected for the Extension program audience and the general public is
because it was anticipated the Extension program audience list was more
current.
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Sampling. Techniques
Following the stratification of the sample into Extension program
audience urban and rural strata and general public urban and rural
strata,

lists were compiled for data collection.

The sequence and details for the sampling procedure were as
follows:
1.

The LCES Home Economists responsible for the adult program in

each of the 12 parishes were contacted by telephone and letter (see
Appendix D) to ask them to participate in the study and to send their
parish Extension home economics program participant list.
2.

An alphabetical list of Extension program audience (names,

addresses and phone numbers) was secured from each applicable agent.
total of 5,966 names was on the final list.

A

A total of 518,410 names

from telephone directories for the selected parishes were in the general
public population.

Comparison samples for Extension audience and

general public were determined using proportional sampling each parish,
A random numbers table was used to draw a proportional sample and
alternates for each parish.

The sample and alternates in proportion to

the urban/rural population of the parishes are presented in Table 1.
3.

A complete list of names,

addresses, phone numbers, and

recording system for each sample (strata) was organized and printed for
each of the 12 parishes.
compiling parish lists.

A data base was established for ease in
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Table I
Extension Audience and General Public Samples According to Place of
Res idence

Extension
audi ence
Par ish

Sample“

General
Dublic

Population6

Sample6

Ponul a£ion<)

Urban
Caddo

26

111

21

7,093

Grant

28

875

2

3,981

O l leans

11

350

62

284,683

Rapides

15

64 8

4

11,457

8

246

13

56,653

15

458

4

11,395

17

462

13

7 ,093

9

243

9

5 ,270

Jeff Davis

25

684

16

8, 757

Lafourche

30

825

36

22,028

Vermi1 ion

16

437

25

14,144

6

161

7

3,250

St. Tammany
Uebs ter
Rural
Concordia
J ackson

W. Feliciana

N ote. Samples include 18 alternates.
“fi - 209 6N - 5,966
LN - 209
°N - 518,410
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Data Collection
Data were collected from the samples by a mailed out questionnaire
schedule according to the procedure suggested by Dillman (1979) as
follows:
1.

Questionnaires were mailed to the 400 randomly selected

participants on July 13, 1987.

Each questionnaire was sent from the

LCES state clothing specialist with a cover letter from the appropriate
parish home economist (see Appendix C ) .

Enclosed was a prepaid return

envelope

addressed to the state clothing specialist.

2.

On July 27, 1987, a reminder post card was

samples (see Appendix
3.

sent to all the

D),

Three weeks after the initial mailing on August

3, 1987,

a

letter and replacement questionnaire was sent to the non-respondents
(see Appendix E ) .

To assist in getting returns, a letter was sent at

the same time to the appropriate LCES home economist indicating persons
from the parish who had or had not returned the questionnaire (see
Appendix F ) ,

These home economists were asked to remind the

participants to complete their questionnaire.
4.

Seven weeks after the initial mailing (Sept.

14, 1987) a final

mailing with replacement questionnaire was sent to non-respondents (see
Appendix G).
5.

The outside of the envelope was stamped "important."

One hundred and eighty-five (119 Extension home economics

program participants - 49 urban and 70 rural; 66 general public - 40
urban and 26 rural) questionnaires were returned by September 21, 1987.
This was a 46% response for mailed questionnaires.
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6.

Telephone interviews were scheduled with non-respondents to

determine if the non-respondents differed from the respondents.
7.

Home economists in the parishes where the non-respondent

resided were contacted to complete a telephone interview.

Alternate

names from the original samples were supplied to these home economists
in case of fraino error.
persons
8
Liece inhe r

These home economists contacted all sixty-four

in the non -respondent sample.
Table

lyH,.

7 shows tin- questionnaire response rate of returns asof
Iwu hundred and forty-four (244) of the returned

questionnaires were usable for data analysis.
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Table 2
Questionnaire Response Rate

Extens iona
audience
Data Collection
Phase

Urban

Rural

General6
public
Urban

Total

Rural

Mn 11
ay

;o

ao

26

81. i

e a ,3

e a .5

59 .1

n

11

13

%

18. 3

15.7

60

83

62

44

249

33 .3

2a .9

17.8

100

*
/a .3

185

Phone
22
35 .5

18

64

40.9

25. 7
Total
n

2a

UN

14 3

£’N -

106

.o
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Data Analysis
Statistical analysis was accomplished as follows:
1.

The alpha level was set a priori at .05.

2.

An inferential t*test and chi-square analyses were used to

determine if differences existed between the means of the mail and
telephone responses for the following variables: age of the respondent,
family income and amount spent on clothing.

A rule was devised a priori

to determine whether the sample was representative of the population.
If statistically significant differences in either the means or
distributions existed for two or more of the three variables,

the

decision would be that the mail and phone responses were significantly
different and that the data was representative of only the sample that
responded.

If statistically significant differences in either the means

or distributions existed for one or less of the three variables,

the

decision would be that the mail and phone responses were not
significantly different and that the data were representative of the
population from which the sample was drawn.

These variables were

selected for the analyses from review of literature or previous
research.
Data v-ve analyzed to determine if differences existed in the
responses to three variables between mail and telephone respondents.
The chi-square analysis, shown in Table 3, reveals that the responses by
response mode were not distributed independently for the variable age
(chi-square - 11.1, gc.05),

The data analysis presented in Table k

shows that the responses by response mode were distributed independently
of the variable family income {chi-square - 7 9 ,

g>.05).
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Table

3

Chi-Square Analysis of Age by Response Mode

Response mode
Age range

Ma i lu
12
1

Phoneb
n
4

Chi square

1 1 . 1*

18-25 years of ag^
Expec ted
Observed

6 .7
4 .5

2.3
1

1 .7

46.4
39

21.9

15.6
23

38.3

41-65 years of age
Expec Led
Observed

85.3
84

4 7.2

28.7
30

50.0

66 years and over
Expected
Observed

39.6
47

26.4

13.4
6

26-40 years of

age

Expec Led
Ohs e rved

Missing data
- 184
* P < .05

8

C,N - 60

6

10,0
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Table 4
Chi-Square Analysis of Family Income bv Response Mode

ResDonse mode
MajJ,a
11
4

Income Range

Phoneb
D
4

Chisquare

7.90
Less than $10,000
Expec ted
Observed

25. 1
30

22 .1

9.9
5

9 .3

$10,001 to $20,000
Expec ted
Observed

37 .9
38

27 .9

15.1
15

27.8

$20,001 to $30,000
Expec ted
Observed

20
21

15.4

8
7

13.0

$30,001 to $40,000
Expected
Observed

24 .3
19

14.0

9.7
15

27.8

$40,001 to $50,000
Expected
Observed

10. 7
10

7 .4

4 .3
5

9 .3

Over $50,000
Expected
Observed

17.9
18

13.2

7 .1
7

13.0

Missing data

48

a£J - 184

bN - 60

6
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The t-test presented in Table 5 reveals that no significant
differences existed between the amounts spent on clothing by the mail
and telephone respondents.

Table 5 reveals a large number of missing

data concerning the amount spent on clothing which is not unusual
because of the nature of the question.

Data may be missing because this

is a sensitive question, or that this information is difficult to
recall, or due to the respondents' association with the Extension agent.

Table 5
Analysis of Amount Spent on Clothing by Response Mode

Response mode
Mail*
Prob.
Variable

£J

Amount spent
on clothing

113

Missing data

71

"N - 184

1132.2

Phone0

n

SD

53

1106.5

n
1270.7

£I>

1010.3

£

of £

.44

.77

7

DN - 60

It was determined that the mail and phone respondents were not
significantly different therefore the sample was representative of the
population from which it was drawn.

The responses for the mail and

telephone respondents of the Extension audience and the general public
were treated as one sample for analysis
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3.

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the clothing

attitudes and demographic characteristics of the Extension program
audience and the general public samples.
U,

Factor analysis of expenditures, shopping habits and lifestyle

was used to arrive at factor scores.

Analysis of covariance controlling

for place of residence (urban or rural) was used to determine if
significant differences existed between the factor scores of the
Extension home economics participants and the general public.
‘
j . Stepwise multiple regression was used to determine if selected
factors explained significant proportions of the variance in the
clothing practices factor scores.

The variables used in this analysis

were: family income level, age, educational level, amount spent on
clothing, audience type (Extension/general public), children living at
home, financial situation, employment status, place of residence (urban
or rural),and Extension agent influence.

CHAPTER

IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present the data and explain the
research findings according to the objectives of the study.

The first

segment of this chapter describes the LCES clothing program influence on
the Extension audience and general public respondents and their clothing
practices.

The second part describes clothing factors and differences

between the clothing program audience and the general public audience
when controlling for place of residence (urban or rural status).

The

third part discusses the amount of variance in clothing factors of the
two audiences explained by selected characteristics.
Description of Samples
A profile of the responding homemakers is presented for informational
purposes since demographic data for the Extension audience and the
general public were collected for use in the factor and regression
analysis.

The complete data are presented in tabular form in Appendix

H.
Demographic Characteristics
The Extension audience sample was composed of more older, married,
and full-time homemakers than was the general public sample.
general public was more affluent and more educated.

The

The general public

heads -of-household (husbands)of the general public worked in more
professional,

technical, managerial, clerical, or sales jobs than did

the Extension audience.

Occupational categories used in this study were

established by the public employment service system ( U.S. Department of
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Labor,

1985).

married.

The majority of both groups of respondents were white and

The Extension audience formal education had not continued

beyond high school, whereas over one-half of the general public had more
education than the Extension audience.
$30,000,

Most had incomes at or below

Both the Extension audience and general public were

predominantly homeowners.

The Extension audience was more rural (58.2%)

than the general public (23.3%).
Objective 1 was
clothing, audience and

to determine the clothing practices of the LCES
the general public.
Ear t ic in.-it ion in Extension

By definition oi the populations for this study, all Extension
audience respondents were defined as those individuals who were involved
through meetings,

letters, publications and individual contacts and

carried on an Extension mailing list on a regular basis in home
economics programs (which include clothing subject matter) of the LCES>
The general public sample respondents were defined as Louisiana
individuals who have a telephone and have not regularly par t ic ipate.d in
Extension clothing programs but cloud have been exposed to the LCES
through mass media or

received general information.

Some of the general

public sample had used Extension mass media information and were on a
regular or general mailing list (see Table 6),
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Table 6
Information Received from Extension

Extension*
audience

Information

General11
public

Receiving information

103
13/
4

97.2
2.8

15
88

14.6
85.4

93

66.0

25

24.3

Direct mail

129

91.4

6

5.8

Mass media

118

83.7

6

5.8

Yes
No
Type of contact for those
who reported receiving
information
Regular mail

a£! - 141

°N - 103

Influence from Extension
The respondents were ask to rate their feelings concerning the
amount of influence from the LCES agents.

The three-poxnt rating scale

of 1 - much influence, 2 - some influence and 3 - little or no influence
was used for the six major areas of agent's influence of the Extension
clothing program (see Table 7),

Over three -fourths of the Extension

audience respondents rated all areas of clothing emphasis as having much
or some influence.

Two-thirds of the general public sample Indicated

that the LCES had little or no influence on all areas of clothing
subject emphasis.
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Table

7

Influence from Extension

Extension *
audience
Clothing subj ec t

f

General
public

4

123

Budgeting for needs
Much influence

33

28.4

9

10.0

Some influence

50

40 .7

19

21.1

Little or no influence

38

30 .9

62

68.9

Missing data

18

13
90

126

Wardrobe planning
Much influence

34

27.0

10

11.1

Some influence

58

46.0

21

23. 3

Little or no influence

34

27.0

59

65.6

Missing data

15

13
82

118

Shopping alternatives
Much influence

34

28 .8

8

9 .8

Some influence

36

30. 5

14

17.0

Little or no influence

48

40. 7

60

73.2

Missing data

23

21

(table continues)

Table

7 (continued)

Influence from Extension

Extension “
audience
Clothing subject

£

4

General b
Dublic
13

Fabric, pattern notions
select ion

£

4

121

86

Much influence

52

43.0

12

14 .0

Some influence

42

34 ,7

11

12.8

Little or no influence

27

22. 3

63

73.2

Missing data

20

17

Sewing methods

122

89

Much influence

46

37 .7

9

10.1

Some influence

48

39 .3

13

14.6

Little or no influence

28

2 3.0

67

75.3

Missing data

19

14

Care of clothing

126

89

Much influence

57

45 .2

17

19.1

Some influence

55

43.7

14

15.7

Little or no influence

14

11.1

58

65.2

Missing data

-141

15

n

14

- 103

(table continues)
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Clothing budgets revealed a difference in respondents' buying by
the amount spent on clothing (39.4% of the Extension audience spent less
than $500 as opposed to 27.8% of the general public;

yet, 12.5% of the

general public spent between $2,001 and $2,500 as compared to 2.1% of
the Extension audience).

The general public annual mean of $1,327.77

spent for family clothing was higher than the Extension audience mean of
$1,060.53 (Table 8).
Table 8
Family Clothing Budret

Budget

Extension®
audience
£
1

D

General*1
public
£
4

94

Amount spent on clothinge

72

Under $500

37

39,4

20

27 .8

$501 to $1000

25

26.6

24

27.8

$1001 to $1500

16

17.0

10

13.9

$1501 to $2000

8

8 .5

3

4.2

$2001 to $2500

2

2 .1

9

12.5

Over $2501

6

6.4

6

8.3

Hissing data

47

n

31

“N - 141 bN - 103
Ltl for Extension audience - $1060.53, M for general public - $1327.77
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Financial Changes and Strategies
Table 9 reveals how the homemakers felt about their financial
situations during 1987.

Almost half of the general public and the

Extension audience members (68.5% and 45.9%,respectively) felt their
family financial situations remained the same.

A total 30.6% of general

public sample felt its situations had worsened during 1987, as opposed
to 21,1% of the Extension audience.

Very little difference appears to

exist between those Extension and general public respondents who felt
their situations had improved (15.7% and 18.4%,

respectively).

The

respondents were asked to indicate reasons for change in their financial
situations.

Extension audience respondents (Table 9) indicated more

changes in financial situation brought about by death, divorce, children
either entering college or private or boarding school, and child leaving
home. The general public audience showed an additional family member as
being a reason for financial change.

The low economy, extra income and

loss of job were reasons reported equally by both audiences.
Table 9 shows the Extension audience as being slightly more
enterprising in its strategies to meet financial obligations.

These

families made articles or things at home (67.1%), began home-based
businesses (66.7%), employed another family member outside the home
full- or part-time (61.8%) and cut out extras from the budget (61.5%).
Almost two-thirds of the general public sample (63,6%) felt it could not
or did not do anything to meet its financial obligations.

This feeling

of despair shows an impact on strategies used bv families to meet their
obligations (Davis and Helmick,

1980).
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Table 9
Changes In Financial Situation

Extension"
audience
Changes

f

4

General b
publlc
D

£

4

134

Family finances

98

Improved

21

15.7

18

18.4

Stayed the same

6b

48.5

45

45.9

Worsened

39

21.1

30

30.6

No answer

9

6.7

5

5.1

Missing data

7

5
134

Reason for change

98

Extra income

16

48.5

17

51.5

Loss of job

10

52.6

9

47.7

3

60.0

10

72.7

6

27.3

Additional family member

3

25.0

9

75.0

Death

3

100

0

0

Divorce

1

100

0

0

Child left home
Child entered college,
private or boarding
school

Slow economy

48

57 8

2

35

40

42.2

ftable continues)
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Table 9 (continued)
Changes in Financial Situation

Extens ion *
audi ence
Changes

I

i

General 11
public
E

£

4

D

Strategies to meet
financial obligations
Took extra job or
worked overtime

14

56.0

11

42.2

Another family member
employed

21

61 .8

13

32.2

Changed budget

30

49.2

31

Home-based business

4

66 .7

2

33. 3

Made things at home

53

67.1

26

32.9

Made do

83

58.9

58

41.4

Cut out extras

56

61 ,5

35

38. 5

8

36 .4

14

63 .6

Could not/did not
do anything

N ote. Only persons responding to this question responses are recorded.
Respondents may have indicated more than one strategy.
aN - 141

- 103
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Clothing Practices
Clothing Practices,

in the context of this study, refers to the

clothing-related knowledge, attitudes,

skills, judgments and actions

taken toward shopping, home sewing, and budgeting by the respondents.
This section is divided Into clothing lifestyle attitude agreement
statements, shopping preference according to store and type of garment
bought, and shopping/sewing habits.
Homemakers Clothing Lifestyle Related Habits. Attitudes, and Knowledge
The respondents were asked to indicate their levels of agreement
with statements concerning their attitudes and habits relating to their
families' clothing.

The respondents indicated their responses on a

Likert scale from 1 to 5 with 1 - "strongly agree" and 5 - "strongly
disagree".

These statements are located in Section A of the research

instrument (Appendix A).

The researcher established a practical scale

for mean score differences between the Extension audience and general
public sample. The scale is as follows: much d i f f e r e n c e - 50 and above
mean difference,

some difference--.49--.25 mean difference, and little

or no difference- .24 and below mean difference.

A scale of practical

significant difference was used instead of independent t-test because of
inflation of "experiment -wise error rate («te)" similarly to multiple
one-way ANOV'S (Oliver,

1979).

The use of scales of practical

significance and/or common sense interpretations of data have been
suggested by Hays (1963), Gold (1969) and Saladaga (1981).
The Extension audience and general public samples indicated
differences in attitudes and habits about discount stores.

The

Extension audience and general public sample respondents did indicate
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much difference in their mean score difference concerning theLr attitude
toward repairing or reworking of discount clothing for a better quality
garment (mean score 3.02 versus 3.60). The two audiences (Extension and
general public) indicated some difference in a willingness to repair
garments purchased from a discount store (mean score 3.11 versus 3,85),
belief that discount stores carry cloLhing that is just as fashionable
as stores that do not discount price (mean score 2.30 versus 2.70), and
preference to shop for clothing at stores that do not discount prices
(mean score 3.75 versus 3.42), respectively.
The Extension audience and general public samples indicated some
differences in attitudes and habits about shopping.

Willingness to shop

in many types of stores for clothing (mean score 2.37 versus 2.73), and
frustration caused by not finding

satisfactory apparel in a single

store (mean score 2,94 versus 2.61) and liking to go shopping for
clothes (mean score 1.91 versus 2.19), respectively.
The Extension audience and general public samples indicated some
differences in attitudes and habits about sewing.

An opinion that home

sewing is economical (mean score 1.48 versus 1.97), a concept that home
sewing results in a better fit (mean score 2.52 versus 2.90), an
attitude that home sewing results in a better quality garment (mean
score 2.35 versus 2.66), and a practice of purchasing complex garments
and sewing simple ones (mean score 2,61 versus 2.91), was shown by the
Extension audience and general public,

respectively.

Some mean difference was indicated bv the Extension audience and
general public concerning their attitude about their feelings toward
what they wear and satisfaction toward their clothes.

An attitude
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about satisfaction toward clothing worn indicated some difference (mean
score 1.88 versus 2.14) and attitude of what the person thinks of
himself (herself) mean difference was 1.60 versus 1.85 for the two
audiences.
The respondents' attitudes toward brand names at a discount price
displayed a similarity of attitude (Extension audience and general
public mean scores 2,30).

Planning of clothing purchases demonstrated

almost no difference (Extension audience mean score 2.17 versus general
public mean score 2.18).

The samples showed little difference in

answering the question "1 sew less often than I did three years ago"
(general public mean score 2,32 versus Extension audience mean score
2,34).

Little difference occurred in whether or not the two samples

read labels on clothing and fabric (Extension audience mean score 1.30
versus general public 1.33).

The samples showed little difference in

regard to whether or not garments purchased from discount stores often
need repair (general public mean score 2,16 versus Extension audience
mean score 2.20).

Purchase of secondhand garments indicated a little

difference between the two samples (general public mean score 2.44
versus Extension audience mean score 2,49).
similar attitudes toward the statement:
I want,

I sew"

The two samples displayed

"When I cannot find the clothes

(Extension audience mean score 2.56 versus general public

mean score 2,72).

The statement "I feel that the home sewing market is

not as it used to be," demonstrated a similarity in attitudes between
the two samples (Extension audience mean score 2.40 versus general
public mean score 2.45).

Table

10

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General
public

Extension a
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

n

Interpretation

I feel most clothing
purchased at a discount
store can be repaired or
reworked to give a better
quality garment for my
family's clothing.

3.02

1,40

135

3.60

1.22

100

Much difference

I prefer to buy only
clothing that can be cared
for at home.

1.37

.83

136

1 86

1.28

98

Some difference

I feel that home sewing is
a way to save money.

1.48

.96

139

1.97

1.27

100

Some difference

I am willing to repair
garments purchased from a
discount store,

3,11

1.55

133

3.58

1.53

101

Some difference

I feel I can get a better
fit in garments that 1 sew.

2.52

1.47

134

2.90

1.52

101

Some difference

(table continues)

Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General c
public

Extension *
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

n

Interpretation

Discount stores carry
clothing that is just as
fashionable as stores that
do not discount price.

2.30

1.19

139

2.70

1.44

96

Some difference

I like to shop in many
different types of stores
for clothing.

2.3 7

1.36

138

2.73

1.48

99

Some difference

I prefer to shop for
clothing in stores that do
not discount prices.

3.75

1.35

137

3,42

1.34

101

Some difference

I become very frustrated
when I shop for clothes if
I can't find what I want in
a store.

2.94

1.53

135

2.61

1.30

100

Some difference

(table continues)
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Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General
public

Extension ‘
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

Sewing means I get better
quality items than what I
can b u y .

2.35

1.35

133

2.66

1.35

95

2.61

1.53

126

2.91

1.60

100

Some

difference

1.91

1.13

137

2.19

1.19

100

Some

difference

I feci I am satisfied with
my clothes in my wardrobe.

1.88

.98

136

2.19

1.19

100

Some

difference

What you think of yourself
is reflected by what you
wear.

1.60

.92

135

1.85

1.13

101

Some

difference

I go shopping for clothes
often.

3.30

1.30

135

3.07

1.30

95

I buy more complex clothing
and sew simple garments.
I like to go shopping for
clothes

n

Interpretation

Some difference

Little or no difference

(table continues)

^

Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General
public

Extension *
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

I make fabric purchases
only when there is a need,
not on impulse.

2.44

1.50

133

2.20

1.40

96

Little or

Wearing good clothes is
part of the good life,

2.50

1.37

132

2.27

1.09

95

Little or no difference

I like to go shopping for
fabric.

2,46

1.43

134

2.67

1.51

100

Little or

no difference

Most people no longer sew
because of lack of time.

2.05

1.16

134

2.28

1.36

101

Little or

no difference

Sewing is one of my leisure
activates as it allows me
to be creative and to "get
away from it all".

2.74

1.65

133

2.93

1.36

100

Little or no difference

I feel I spend a lot of
money on clothes.

3.41

1.44

135

3.60

1.10

99

n

Interpretation

Little or

no difference

no difference

(table continues)

Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothine Attitude Agreement

General
public

Extension *
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

n

Interpretation

I buy only top quality
clothing.

2.81

1.27

137

2.62

1.28

99

Because of my active
lifestyle, I need a variety
of clothes.

2.56

1.37

128

2.72

1.38

100

Little or no difference

1 plan my family's clothing
purchases.

2.40

1.34

129

2.55

1.09

94

Little or

no difference

I feel I spend more on my
family's clothing than my
own.

2.41

1.47

129

2.27

1.30

93

Little or

no difference

I make clothing purchases
only when there is a need,
not on impulse.

2.18

1.40

138

2.34

1.24

101

Little or

no difference

Little or

no difference

Itable continues)
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Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General
public

Extension “
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

n

Interpretation

Garments of higher quality,
seams usually are overcast
or finished in some way so
they won't ravel out.

1.70

1.08

135

1.83

1.06 101

Little or

no difference

I am willing to pay more
for top quality clothing.

2.28

1,27

137

2.13

1,28 101

Little or

no difference

1 examine a garment before
buying because quali ty is
important to m e .

1,38

.74

135

1.51

.87 101

Little or

no difference

I like to go to stores to
see what's new in clothing.

1.85

1.12

136

1.97

1.23 100

Little or

no difference

I feel my knowledge of
sewing allows me to do a
better job of repairing
garments.

1.78

1.33

132

2.00

1.25 101

Little or

no difference

(table continues)
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Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

General 1
public

Extension *
audience
Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

n

Interpretation

I buy more from discount
stores as compared to how I
shopped two years ago.

3.11

1,45

135

3.23

1.40

100

Little or no difference

I know that a garment’s
fiber content (example:
cotton, polyester, rayon)
makes a difference in its
quality.

1.37

,64

135

1,48

1,02

101

Little or no difference

When I cannot find the
clothes I want, 1 sew,
I feel that the home sewing
market is not as it used to
be.

2.88

1.67

131

2.93

1.59

101

Little or no difference

2.40

1.27

132

2.45

1.32

101

Little or no difference

2.20

.99

133

2,16

1.23

96

Little or no difference

Clothing purchased from
discount stores often needs
to be repaired (hems
restitched, buttons resevm,
etc.) after a few wearings.

(table continues)

Table

10

(continued)

Homemakers Clothing Attitude Agreement

Extension "
audience

General
public

Family clothing practices

m

sd

n

m

sd

1 feel that buying garments
that are second hand at a
garage sale or thrift shop
is not for me.

2.49

1,49

136

2.44

1.54

95

Little or no difference

I sew less than I did three
(3) years ago.

2.34

1.52

129

2.32

1.44

101

Little or no difference

I read the labels on
clothing and fabric I buy.

1.30

.78

135

1.33

.87

101

Little or no difference

I get more for my money if
I buy national brandname
clothing at discount
prices.

2.30

1.14

133

2.30

1.06

100

Little or no difference

I plan my clothing
purchases.

2.17

1.23

138

2.18

1.07

95

Little or no difference

‘N-141

b£1-103

n

Interpretation
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Shopping Preference According to Garment and Store Type
As a selection of the type store and garment preference purchased
in that store,

the respondents were asked to rate their willingness to

purchase each of 14 apparel items in three store types.
were not defined in the questionnaire,
store",

The store types

only listed as "department

"discount store", and "specialty (clothing) store".

Therefore

data only may be interpreted and generalized in this or a similar type
study.

Respondents indicated their willingness to buy selected apparel

items from three store types on a 3-point rating scale of 1 - "prefer to
buy",

2 - "may buy", or 3 - "never buy".

Apparel items chosen were

similar to or had been included in previous research of this type.

The

researcher developed the following scale for a practical interpretation
of the mean difference between the scores of the Extension audience and
the general public: much difference--.30 and above the mean difference,
some d i f f e r e n c e 29-.20 mean difference, and little or no difference-.19 and below mean difference.
Audience variance in selection oi store and type of garment is
shown in Table 11,

The much difference between Extension audience an

general public samples were in the department store-prefer to buy
category for teen wear, men's work clothes,

ladies' coats and suits,

most shoe types (ladies', men's, and children's).

and

The most noteworthy

differences were in the department store-prefer to buy category for the
Extension audience and general public of men's work clothes (mean score
of 1.68 and 2,01, respectively) and the ladies' dress shoes (mean score
of 1.47 and 1.80, respectively).
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Discount store shopping for most apparel revealed few differences.
The Extension audience showed some differences from the general public
in selection of infants' and children's wear (mean score of 1.85 and
2.15), ladies' coats and suits (mean score of 2.27 and 2.58), and casual
or sport shoes(1.85 versus 2.14), respectively (see Table 11).

Table

11

Shopping Preference bv Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension *
audience
Garment and store type

General
public
sd

sd

Interpretation

Sleepwear, undergarments
and hosiery
Department store

1.30

.64

1.39

.60

Little

or no difference

D is co u n t

1.95

.65

1.99

.76

Little

or no difference

1,26

.81

2.19

.74

Little

or no difference

Department store

1.60

.68

1.77

.87

Little

or no difference

Discount store

1.85

.65

2.15

.65

Much difference

Specialty store

2.19

.75

2.16

.76

Little

store

Sp ec i al t y store

Infants wear and children's
wear

or no difference

(table continues)
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Table

11 (continued)

Shopping Preference by Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension a
audience
Garment and store type

General 6
publie

m

sd

m

sd

Interpretation

Department store

1 .68

.72

1.90

89

Some difference

Discount store

1 .98

.63

2 .11

79

Some difference

Specialty store

1 .96

76

2.21

83

Some difference

Department store

1 .51

.67

1.47

.67

Little or no difference

Discount store

2.12

.68

2.19

.69

Little or no difference

Specialty store

1. 79

.80

1.77

.77

Little or no difference

Teen Wear

Men's dress shirts and
slacks

(table continues)
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Table

11 (continued)

Shopping Preference by Audience According to Garment and Store Type

General
public

Extension *
audience

sd

sd

Garment and store type

Interpretation

Hen's work clothes
Department store

1 .68

.83

2.01

81

Much difference

Discount store

1.80

,69

1.90

86

Little or no difference

Specialty store

2 .51

.76

2 .60

72

Little or no difference

Department store

1 .39

,53

1 .44

68

Little or no difference

Discount store

1 .84

.68

2.02

62

Little or no difference

Specialty store

1.82

.78

1.89

88

Little or no difference

Women's blouses and
sweaters

(table continues)
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Table

1L (continued)

Shopping Preference by Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension *
audience
Garment and store type

General
public
m

sd

sd

Interpretation

Action (jogging, tennis)
Department store

1.65

75

1, 59

66

Little or no difference

Discount store

1 .78

80

1.93

72

Little or no difference

Spec La 1ty store

2 .29

78

2.05

86

Some difference

Department store

1 . 35

.55

1.57

75

Some difference

Discount store

2 .27

.81

2.58

66

Much difference

Specialty store

1.80

.79

1.95

.87

Ladies' coats & suits

Little or no difference

(table continues)
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Table

11 (continued)

Shopping Preference bv Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension a
audience
Garment and store type

General
public

m

m

sd

Interpretation

Hen's sports coats and
sui ts
Department store

1 .56

.68

1.57

78

Little or no difference

Discount store

7 .30

.70

2.42

.79

Little or no difference

Specialty store

1 .57

.80

1 .76

.87

Little or no difference

Department store

1 .47

.68

1.80

.72

Much difference

Discount store

2.27

.78

2.34

.80

Little or no difference

Specialty store

1. 57

.74

1.81

.86

Some difference

Ladies’ dress shoes

(table continues)
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Table

11 (continued)

Shopping Preference bv Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension *
audience
Garment and store type

m

General :
public

^d

m

sd

Interpretation

Men's dress shoes
Department store

1.62

78

1.86

76

Discount store

2. 32

76

2. 37

77

Little

or no difference

Specialty store

1.69

.82

1. 65

87

Little

or no difference

Department store

] .53

.63

1.63

55

Little

or no difference

Discount store

1.85

.76

2. 16

.74

Specialty store

1.95

.80

1.96

.82

Some difference

Casual or sport shoes

Some difference
Little

or no difference

(table continues)

£

Table

11 (continued)

Shopping: Preference bv Audience According to Garment and Store Type

Extension *
audience
Garment and store type

m

General c
public

sd

E

sd

Interpretation

Children's shoes
Department store

1 .70

.82

1.94

.82

Some difference

Discount store

2.12

.81

2.20

.82

Little or no difference

Specialty store

2.07

.85

2.08

.

90

Little or no difference

Department store

1 .38

.64

1.46

.56

Little or no difference

Discount store

1.78

.65

1.89

.73

Little or no difference

Specialty store

2.10

.74

1.94

.78

Little or no difference

Accessories

ag-Ul

b{g-103
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The Extension audience indicated an willingness to buy more often
than the general public at a specialty store, teen clothing and mens'
sport coats and suits (mean score of 1.96 and 2.21 and mean score of
1.57 and 1,76, respectively).

Whereas the general public indicated it

may buy action wear at a specialty store (mean score of 2.05 versus
2.29, respectively.

The Extension audience and general public samples

were similar in the buying habits for store patronage and most other
apparel items (see Table 11).
Shopping and Home Sewing Habits
Table 12 shows data relating to the respondents' more specific
habits:

time spent shopping for clothing and fabric, places where the

respondents’ shop,

inclination of family members to accompany the

respondent while shopping, and time spent sewing.

Extension audience

sample respondents spent less time shopping for clothing and fabric for
family members, and clothing for themselves than the general public in
the "1 to 3 hours” time range.

The Extension audience spent slightly

more time shopping or fabric for themselves than did the general public.
One-third of the Extension audience revealed it did not shop for fabric
compared to 23.7% of the general public.
The Extension audience used all types shopping outlets for fabric,
except for specialty fabric catalogs.

The general public sample shopped

for fabric for its own use more than did the Extension audience (62% to
43.3%), and 13.3% more of the general public sample shopped for their
families in fabric-only shops than did the Extension sample.
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Table

12

Shopping and Home Sewing Habits

Extension m
audience
Habit

I

4

H

General
public
f

4

I

Time spent shopping for clothing:
For yourself

133

98

Less than 1 hour

19

14.3

15

15.3

1 to 3 hours

78

58.6

63

64.3

More than 3 hours

36

27.1

20

20.2

Missing data

8

5

For family

99

74

Less than I hour

18

18.2

10

13.5

1 to 3 hours

39

39.4

35

47.3

More than 3 hours

42

42,4

29

39,2

Missing data

42

29

(table continues!
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Table

12

(continued)

Shopping and Home Sewing Habits

General b

Extension
audience
Habit

4

Public

4

]

£

Time spent shopping for fabric;
125

For yourself

90

Less than 1 hour

27

21.6

31

34.4

1 to 3 hours

60

48.0

32

35.6

More than 3 hours

13

10.4

7

7.8

Do not shop for fabric

25

20.0

20

22.2

Missing data

16

13

For family

90

59

Less than 1 hour

21

23 .3

19

32 .2

1 to 3 hours

28

31 .1

20

33.4

More than 3 hours

11

12 . 2

6

10.2

Do not shop for fabric

30

33 .3

14

23.7

Missing Data

51

44

(table contlnuesl
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Table

12

(continued)

Shopping and Home Sewing Habits

Extension *
audience
Habit

£

1

2

General b
public
£

i

I

Clothing store type;
136

For yourself

91

Department store

89

65.6

44

48.4

Discount store

21

15.4

18

19.8

Clothing-only store

21

15.4

27

29.7

5

3.7

0

0

Specialty catalog

0

0

2

2.2

Missing data

5

Dept,

store catalog

12

102

For family

70

Department store

61

59,8

43

61.4

Discount store

19

18.6

9

12.9

Clothing-only store

19

18.6

15

21.4

Dept, store catalog

1

1.0

1

1.4

Specialty catalog

2

2.0

2

2.9

Missing data

39

33

(table continues)
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Table

12

(continued)

Shopping and Home Sewing Habits

Extension 1
audience
Habit

£

4

D

General b
publ1c
£

4

Q

Way to get fabric
120

For yourself

71

Department store

27

22 .5

7

9.9

Discount store

AO

33. 3

20

28. 2

Fabric-only shop

52

A3. 3

AA

62 .0

Specialty fabric
catalog

0

0

0

0

In-home fabric shows

1

0.8

0

0

Mill-end stores

0

0

0

0

Missing data

85

21

32

For family
Department store

20

23 .5

4

8.3

Discount store

31

36.5

18

37.5

Fabric-only shop

33

38.8

25

52.1

Specialty fabric
catalog

0

0

1

2.1

In-home fabric shows

1

1 .?

0

0

Mill-end stores

0

0

0

0

Missing data

56

55

(ti.ble continues)
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Table

12

(continued)

Shopping and Home Sewing. Habits

Extension *
audience
Habit

Ceneral b

eubUc

n

%

i

I

Time spent sewing:
94

128

For yourself
Less than 1 hour

43

33.6

42

44. 7

i to 3 hours

26

20, 3

15

16.0

More than 3 hours

20

16.6

2

2.1

Does not apply

39

30. 5

35

37.2

Missing data

13

9

84

111

For family
36

32.4

26

31.0

q

8 .1

10

11.9

More than 3 hours

10

9.0

2

2.4

Does not apply

56

50.5

46

54. 8

Missing data

30

Less than 1 hour
1 to 3 hours

19

(table continues)
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Table

12

(continued)

Shopping and Home Sewing Habits

General b
public

Extension *
audi ence
f

Habi t

D

1

f

i

11

Shop with family:
137

For clothing

99

Yes

88

64 .2

55

55.6

No

40

29 .2

28

28 .3

Does not apply

9

6 ,6

16

16.2

Miss ing data

4

4
133

For fabric

95

Yes

44

33 .1

30

40.5

No

43

32 .3

21

22.1

Does not apply

46

34 .6

44

46. 3

Missing data

8

8

Family members who you shop
w ithL:
Children under 5

11

52 ,4

10

47 .6

Children 5 to 13

23

46 .9

26

53.1

Children over 13

40

58.0

29

42.0

Husband

35

59 .3

24

40.7

Shop without family

56

60 .2

37

39.8

aN-141

t’N-103

LData Is reported only for respondents who indicated family members
1iv ing at h o m e .
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Over half of the respondents
families,

indicated they did not sew for their

and one-third did not sew for themselves.

The Extension

audience (15.6%) reported spending more than three hours per week sewing
for themselves, while only 2.1% of the general public indicated they
spent more than three hours sewing.
More than one-half of the respondents shopped in department stores
for clothing.

The general public

(29.7%) reported shopping in clothing-

onlv stores for themselves compared to 15.9% for the Extension audience.
Two-thirds of the respondents revealed they were married and had
children in the home

(see Table 8).

More than 69.2% of the Extension

audience and 55.6% of the general public shopped for clothing, and 90.5%
of the general public and 33,1% of the Extension audience shopped for
fabric with their families.

More Extension audience members

(60.2%)

indicated they usually did not shop with their families than did the
general public

(39,8%).

Table 12 supports this data.
Factor Analysis

Objective 2 was to determine

if significant differences existed

between clothing factors of the LCES clothing program audience and the
general public when controlled for urban/rural status.
Factor analysis using the Principal Components Method with Varimax
Rotation was computed on the 91 clothing lifestyle and evaluative
statements.

Factor scores,

statistical analysis.

rather than raw data, were used in further

Table 13 reveals the eight

loadings that resulted from this analysis.

factors and the factor

Two homemakers clothing

agreement statements did not load at the minimum level set at 0.35,
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Table 13
Lifestyles and Evaluative factors

Factor
1oadlngs

Factors

1. Sewing
When 1 cannot find the clothes I want,
1 sew ,

.86

Sewing means 1 get better quality items than
what I can buy.

.76

I feel I can get a better fit in garments
that I sew.

.72

Sewing is one of my leisure activities as it
allows me to be creative and to "get away from
it all .ir

.71

I like to go shopping for fabric.

.71

I buy more complex clothing and sew simple
garments.

.46

I feel that home sewing is a way to save
money.

.41

Quality
I know
that a garment's fiber content
(example:
cotton, polyester, rayon) makes
a difference in its quality.

.76

I examine a garment before buying because
quality is important to me.

.70

1 read
1 buy.

.64

the labels on clothing and fabric

1 feel
my knowledge of sewing allows me to
do a better job of repairing garments.

.62

(table continues)
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Table 13

(continued)

Lifestyles and evaluative factors

Factor
loadings

Fac tors

I make clothing purchases only when there
is a need, not on impulse.

.55

I pl an my

.45

families

clot hin g purchases

3. Elitism or Prestige
I am willing to pay more for top quality
clothing.
I buy only top quality clothing.

.69

.

66

Clothing purchased from discount stores
often needs to be repaired (hems restitched,
buttons resewn, etc.) after a few wearings.

.54

I prefer to shop for clothing in stores
that do not discount prices.

.50

Garments of higher quality, seams usually
are overcast or finished in some wav so
they won't ravel out,

.46

I feel that buying garments that are
second hand at a garage sale or thrift
shop is not for me.

.45

Wearing good clothes is part of the
good 1if e .

.40

4. Shopping
I go shopping for clothes often.

.77

I like to go shopping for clothes

.73

I like to shop in many different types of
stores for clothing.

.64

(table continues!
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Table 13

(continued)

Lifestyles and evaluative factors

Factor
Factors

loadings

1 like to go to stores to see what's new
in clothing
1 feel I spend a lot ot money on clothes.

55

5. Discount Shopping
I feel most clothing purchased at a discount
store can be repaired or reworked to give a
better quality garment for my family's
clothing,

.79

I am willing to repair garments purchased
from a discount store.

.76

I buy more from discount stores as compared
to how I shopped two years ago.

.70

Discount stores carry clothing that is just
as fashionable as stores that do not discount
price.

.50

6. Li festyle
Most people no longer sew because of lack
of t ime.

.59

What you think of yourself is reflected by
what you wea r .

.51

I plan my clothing purchases,
I prefer to buy only clothing that can be
cared for at home.

39
.36

(tahle continues)
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Table 13

(continued)

Llfestvles and evaluative factors

Factor
Fac tors

loadings

7. Buying Habits
I make fabric purchases onlv when there is
a need, not on impulse.

.63

I become very frustrated when 1 shop for
clothes if 1 can't find what 1 want in a
store.

.56

I feel I spend more on my families clothing
than my o w n .

.52

8. Changes in Lifestyle
I feel that the home sewing market is not
as it used to be.

.62

I sew less than I did three (3) years ago.

.58

Because of my active lifestyle,
variety of clothes.

.37

I need a

Statements that did not load on a factor
I feel I am satisfied with my clothes in
my wardrobe.

.34

I get more for my money if 1 buy national
brandname clothing at discount prices.

.32

f* - 244
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Analyses of Covariance
Analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to determine if any
differences existed between the Extension audience and general public
for each of the factors produced by the factor analysis.

The covariant

utilized was the place of residency (urban or rural) for each of the
samples.
The mean for each factor varied according to the number of
lifestyle attitude statements included in that factor.

The number of

statements ranged from eight to three with possible mean scores ranging
from 35 to 15.

The Likert scale rating for each statement was 1 -

"strongly agree" to 5 - "strongly disagree".

Low sample mean factor

scores indicated stronger agreement with the factor being measured.
The results of the analyses of covarience are presented in Tables
14-21.

These data indicate the Extension audience had significantly

higher factor scores on three of the eight factors than did the general
public.

These factors were sewing,

17, 20 and 21).
its habits,

frugality and lifestyle (Tables 16,

This indicate:, that the Extension audience perceives

skills, and attitudes in the areas of sewing,

frugality, and

lifestyle factors, are higher than those reported by the general public.
The data in Tables 15, 16, 17, 20, and 21 reveals no difference existed
for the Extension audience and general public for factor scores for the
factors of quality, elitism,
changes.

shopping, buying habits, and lifestyle

This indicates that the general public perceives that its

general skills in the areas of quality, elitism, shopping, buying
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habits, and lifestyle changes are no higher than the skills reported by
the Extension audience.
The place of residence (urban or rural) was used as the covariant
in these analyses and did not have a statistically significant effect in
any of the analyses, even though there were numerical differences.

It

was retained in all analyses since Kerlinger (1986) indicates that it
should be retained because non-signlficant covariants have the potential
to "tip the scales"

in lavor of one of the samples.

Table 1A
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 1--Sewing by Audience with Place of
Residence

Source of variation

SS

Sign,
of £

d£

US

9.118

1

9. 118

.177

Main Effects:
Extens ion8/
General publicb

226.314

I

226. 314

4. 382

.037*

Explained

235.432

2

117.716

2.279

.105

Res idual

11103.582

215

51.645

Total

11339.014

217

52.254

Covariate:
Urban/rural

£

.675

Note. Population mean - 17.58; Audience mean - 16.80; General public
mean - 18.57.
Hissing data - 3 7
“E - 118.
* £ < .05

bN - 89.
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Table IS

Residence

Source of variation

SS

Sign.
off

df

MS

9.118

1

3 .203

.109

.762

96 .912

1

96 .912

3.301

.071

100.116

2

50.058

1. 705

.186

Res idual

5988.967

209

29,358

Total

6089.082

206

29.559

Covariate:
Urban/rural
Mu in Et1ects :
Extension*/
General public^
Explained

£

Not e . Population mean — 17.17; Audience mean - 16,58; General public
mean - 17.96. Missing data — 37
QN - 118.

bN - 89.
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Table 16
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 3--Elitism by Audience with Place of
ResIdence

Source of variation

SS

df

MS

£

Sign,
of £

Covariate ;
Urban/rural

1 .067

1

1.067

.062

.803

Main Effects:
Extens ion"/
General public*1

5.671

1

5.671

.330

.566

Explained

6. 739

2

3.369

.196

.822

Resldual

3725.311

217

17.167

Total

3732.050

219

17.041

Not e . Population mean - 13.35; Audience mean - 13,45; General public
mean - 13,20. Missing Data - 24
“N - 130.

bN - 90

Table 17
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 4--Shopping by Audience with Place of
Res idence

Source of variation

SS

df

as

Z

Sign,
of £

Covarlate:
Urban/rura1

2k .401

1

24 .401

1.282

.259

Main Effects;
Extens ion'1/
General publicb

k 6.826

1

4 6,826

2.460

.118

Explained

71.227

2

35.673

1 .871

.156

Res idual

4130.132

217

19.033

Total

4201 .3 39

219

19.184

N ot e . Population mean - 12.91; Audience mean - 12.66; General public
mean - 13.27. Missing data - 24
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Table 18
n i i t i i vs> i s

u i

i.u v a i

m i iL c

u i

r d i i u i

j - t i u m

i i i y

u y

n u u i e i i t e

w

u n

riace or

Res idence

Source of variation

SS

d £

Sis

I

Sign
of £

15.605

1

15.605

.841

Main Effects;
Extens ion1/
General public6

117.999

1

117.999

6 .361

.012*

Explained

113.605

2

66.802

3.601

.029

Res idual

4 136.771

22 3

18.551

Total

4270.376

22 3

18.979

Covarlate;
Urban/rura1

.360

Note.
Population mean - 12.22; Audience mean - 11.57; General public
mean - 13.13. Missing data - 18
aN - 132.
* H <

.01

D£J - 94.

Table 19
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 6 - -Lifestvles by Audience with Place of
Residence

Source of variation

m

SS

z

Sign,
of I

Covariate:
llrban/rura 1

11.758

1

11 .758

1.291

.257

Main Effects:
Extens ion11/
General public^

51.659

1

51.659

5.672

.018*

Explained

63.418

2

31.709

3.481

.033

Res idual

1949.209

214

9. 108

Total

2012.627

216

9. 318

N o t e . Population mean - 9.96; Audience mean - 9.50; General public mean
- 10.59. Missing data - 27
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Table 20
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 7~-Buying Habits bv Audiences with
Place of Residence

Source of variation

SS

as

£

Sign,
of £

Covariate:
U rban/rura 1

11.128

1

11.128

1 .347

.675

Main Effects:
Extension1*/
General public6

26 .a 74

1

26.4 74

3.203

.075

Explained

3 7.602

2

18.801

2.275

.105

Res idual

1768.637

214

8.265

Total

1806.240

216

8 .362

N ote. Population mean - 7,51; Audience mean - 7.86; General public mean
- 7.03, Missing data - 27
“fl - 125.

6N - 92
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Table 21
Analysis of Covariance of Factor 8--Chnnp.es by Audience with Place of
Residence

Source of variation

SS

z

Sign,
of Z

df

US

5.612

1

5.612

.969

.331

3 31

1

.331

,058

.810

5 .763

2

2 .872

.506

.605

Res idual

1237.639

217

5, 702

Total

1263 .182

219

5 .677

Covariate:
Urban/rura1
Ma in E£ fee t s :
Extens ion“/
General public*1
Explained

N o t e . Population mean - 7.41; Audience mean - 7,32; General public mean
— 7.51, Missing data - 26
— 120.

°li — 100
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Regression Analyses of Clothing Factors
Objective 3 was to determine if selected respondent
characteristics are significant predictors of clothing practice factors
of the LCES clothing program audience and general public.
characteristics used in these analyses were as follows:

The

family income

level, age, respondent's educational level, race, amount spent on
clothing, audience (Extension and general public), children living at
home, financial situation,

employment status,

and agent influence on

clothing programs.
Correlation coefficients for variables used in the eight regression
analyses are presented in tables preceding the multiple regression table
for each clothing factor model.

The interpretation of the correlation

coefficients is based on a set of descriptors by Davis (1971):
.09--negligible association;
moderate association;

.10 to ,29--low association;

,50 to .69 - -substantial association;

higher--very strong association.

.01 to

.30 to .49-*
and .70 to

A variable was included in the

multiple regression model if the correlation between the variable and
the factor score was

,10 or greater.
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Models
Factor 1 --Sewing
Table 23 displays the results of the regression analysis for Factor
1--Sewing.

Extension-taught clothing information (agent influence) was

the best predictor of sewing habits.

Considered alone,

this variable

explained 7.3% of the variance in the overall sewing score.
Two other variables explained an additional 4% of the variance in
the sewing score
family income.

These variables were amount spent on clothing and

89

Table 22
Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables VJlth Factor 1 - Sewing
(H - 244)

Variable

Correlation

Interpretat ion

Educational level

.12

Low association

Audience type
(Extension/General public)

.12

Low assoc iat ion

Family income

.11

Low assoc iat ion

Race

.01

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

- .03

Low association

Children living in home

- .04

Low association

Employment status

- .04

Low assoc iation

Age

- .06

Low association

Financial situation

- .06

Low assoc iation

Amount spent on clothing

- .11

Low assoc iation

Agent influence

-

.27

Low assoc iation

N o t e . The variables that did not correlate with Factor 1--Sewing were
age, race, children living at home, financial situation, place of
residence (urban or rural), place of residence (urban or rural), and
employment. These variables wer^ not used in the multiple regression
analys i s .
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Table 23
Multiple Regression Analysis of Factor 1--Sewing

Source of variation

ss

df

MS

1296.17

3

632,06

Res idual

10062.86

260

61.85

Total

11337.01

26 3

673 .91

Var iables

Var iables in the equat ion
Cum.
R?
R?

Regress ion

E-ratio

Prob.
of E

10. 33

.0001

£

Prob.
of £

Agents influence

.073

.073

19.29

.0001

Amount spent on clothing

.026

.098

13.12

.0116

Family income

.016

.116

10.33

.0375

Variables not in the equat ion
Variables

1

Sign.
£

Children living at 1ionu

- .18fi

.8509

Race

1 .666

.1696

Age

- .181

.8566

Employment status

- .332

.7601

Financial situation

- .523

.6018

Educationa1 level

1.381

.1686

.108

.9137

-1.536

.1266

Audience type
(Extension/general public)
Place of residence
(urban or rural)
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Factor ?--Qualitv
Extension teaching of clothing information (agent influence),
number of children living at home and employment of homemakers accounted
for 8% of the variance in quality clothing habits.

All variables used

in the analyses, except audience type (Extension/general public) were
significant predictors

(see Table 25).

Consistent with previous research findings on selection of quality
clothing and Extension agent

influence were the following indicators:

wardrobe planning, home quality sewing techniques,

care of clothing,

shopping alternatives and budgeting (see Section D, Appendix A of
questionnaire).

This agent influence variable explained 3,3% of the

variance, when considered alone.

households with children and

employment of homemakers added an additional 4.7% to the model.
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Table 24
Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 2 - -Quality
(D - 244)

Variable

Children living at home

Correlac ion

Interpretation

16

Low association

Audience type
(Extension/general public)

.12

Low association

Family income

.04

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

.02

Low association

Race

.01

Low association

- .02

Low association

Educational level
Financial situation

.

- .06

Low association

Age

- .07

Low association

Amount spent on clothing

- .08

Low association

Employment status

- .16

Low association

Agent influence

- .18

Low .association

N ot e , The variables that did not correlate with Factor 2 - -Quality were
family income level, age, educational level, race, amount spent on
clothing, place of residence(urban or rural), and financial situation.
These variables were not used in the multiple regression analysis.
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Table 25
Multiple

Repression Analysis

of Factor

Source of variation

2 - -Quality

US

df

487.76

3

162.59

Residual

5601.33

240

23.34

Total

6089,04

24 3

185.93

Regress ion

£- ratio

6.97

.0002

E

Prob.
of £

Var iables in the equat ion
Cum.
Variables

??

Prob.
of £

Agent influence

.033

.033

8 .28

.0044

Children living at home

.032

.06 5

8.38

.0045

Employment Status

,015

.080

6.97

.0482

Variables not in the equation
Variables

t

Sign.
t

Race

.

04 ]

.9671

Age

.662

.5086

Financial situation

- .598

.5502

Family income

- .778

.4372

Educational level

-1.720

.0868

Amount spent on clothing

-2.222

.0272

.376

.7072

- .336

.7369

Audience type
(Extension/genera 1 public)
Place of residence
(urban or rural)
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Factor 3--EIitisni
Table 27 displays the results of the multiple regression analysis
on Factor 3*-Elitism.

The elitism factor attitude agreement

statements

consisted of statements concerning clothing construction, quality and
feelings about self and clothing.

The number of children living at home

was the best predictor of elitism or prestige.

When considered alone,

this variable explained 5.4% of variance in the overall elitism score.
Three other variable.1; explained an additional 6.2% of variance in
the elitism score.

These variables were family income, agent influence,

and financial situation, which were consistent with previous research
findings with indicators of self image and clothing.

Agent influence

accounted for 1.6% of the variance in the elitism score when

considered

independently of other

race and

variables. Amount spent on clothing,

respondents' educational levels did not enter into the elitism model.
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Table 26
uorieiaiion L.oeiuciem,s ui j t i e c u u va n a m e s
<n - 2uuy

Variable

Correlat ion

witn factor

-Liitism

Interpretation

.23

Low association

20

Low association

lb

Low association

In

Low assoc iation

.02

Low association

- .02

Low association

Audience type
(Extension/general public)

- .02

Low assoc iation

Employment status

- .05

Low association

Educational level

* .10

Low assoc iation

Amount spent on clothing

- .16

Low association

Family income

- .18

Low assoc iation

Children living .

tome

Agent influence

.

financial situation
Race
Place of residence
(urban or rural)
Age

.

N ote. The variables that did not correlate with Factor 3--Elitism were
age, audience type (Extension or general public), place of residence
(urban or rural), and employment status. These variables were not used
in the multiple regression analysis.
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Table 27
Multiple

Repression Analysis

Source of Variation

of

S_S

Factor

dl

3 - -Elitism

US

£-ratio

6 .94

474.74

5

94 .95

Residual

3217.21

228

13.67

1ota1

3731.95

24 3

10.62

Regression

Prob.
of £

.0001

Variables in the equat ion
Cum.

s2

Variables

£

Prob.
of £

Children living at home

.054

.054

13 ,74

.0003

Family income

.036

.090

11.92

.0022

Agent influence

.016

.106

9 .49

,0391

010

.116

7 .84

.1011

6 .94

.0828

Employment status
Financial situation

.010
.127
Variables not in the equation
t

Variables

Race
Age
Educational

level

Amount spent on clothing
Audience type
<Extension/General public)
Place of residence
(urban or rural)

Sign.
£

.358

.721

190

.849

- .089

.929

-1 .136

.257

.675

.501

1.075

.283
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Factor U --Shopping

Amount spent on clothing, children living at home and, Extension
clothing educational programs (agent Influence) accounted for 12.3% of
the variance in shopping practices.

All oi the variables, except race,

were significant predictors (see Table 29).

Previous research findings

indicate amount spent on clothing, number of children living at home and
race are influential on the clothing shopping habits of a family.
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Table 28
Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 4 - Shopping
(n - 244)

Variable

Correlation

Interpretation

Age

.08

Low association

Audience type
(Extension/general public)

.07

Low association

Financial situation

,04

Low association

level

■.02

Low association

status

-.05

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

-.07

Low association

Family income

-.10

Low association

Agent influence

-.15

Low association

Race

-.17

Low association

Children living at home

-.20

Low association

Amount spent on clothing

-.22

Low association

Educational
Employment

Not e . The variables that did not correlate with Factor 4 - -Shopping were
age, educational level, audience type (Extension or general public),
financial situation, place of residence (urban or rural), and employment
status.
These variables were not used in the multiple regression
analysis.
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Table

29

Multiple

Regression Analysis

Source of variation

of

SS

Regression

Factor

4 - -Shopping

df

MS

520.22

3

173.90

Residual

3681.19

290

15.39

Total

9 201.36

29 3

188.79

F-ratio

Prob.
of £

11 .30

.0001

Variables in the equation
Cum.
R2
R2

Variables

£

Prob.
of £

Amount spent on clothing

.099

.099

12 .67

.0009

Children living at home

.092

.092

12.21

.0009

Agent influence

.032

.129

11. 30

.0035

Variables not in the equation
Variables

Race

t.

Sign.
t

■1 .9 08

.1605

.863

.3890

-1. 553

.1217

Financial situation

1. 307

.1925

Family income

- .291

.8101

Educational level

.283

.7779

Audience type
(Extension/General public)

.311

.7563

-1,887

.0609

Age
Employment status

Place of residence
(urban or rural)
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Factor 5--Frugality
The frugality or discount shopping factor (see Table 31) Included
homemaker attitudes towards shopping at discount stores and preconceived
ideas about discount stores.

The variable of family income explained

11.7% of the variance in the overall frugality score when considered
alone.

It was the variable that had the? positive moderate association

correlation coefficient of .34 (see Table 30).

Extension agent

influence added 6 7* to the model when considered alone.

Three other

variables in Table 31 added 2

These

Co the frugality model.

variables were respondent's educational level,

financial situation, and

number of children living at home.
Even though the nine variables included in the regression analysis
were chosen on previous research or theoretical framework, only five
variables accounted for a significant proportion of the variance.

These

variables and those not found in the equation are shown in Table 31.
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Table

30

Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 5 - -Frugality
(D - 244)

Variable

Corre lation

Interpretation

Family income

.34

Moderate assoc iation

Educational level

.29

Low association

Amount spent on clothing

.18

Low association

Audience
(Extension/general pub lie)

.11

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

.06

Low association

Age

-.04

Low association

Children 1 iving at home

-.12

Low association

Employment status

'.12

Low association

Race

-.14

Low association

Financial situation

-.14

Low assoc iation

Agent

influence

34

Moderate association

Note,
The variables that did not correlate with Factor 5 - -Frugality
were age and place of residence (urban or rural).
These variables were
not used in the multiple regression analysis.
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Table 31
Multiple

R e p r e s s ion A n a l y s i s

Source of Variation

of

Factor

5 - - FtTURalltv

MS

SS

843.37

3

281.12

Res idual

342 7.01

240

14 .28

To tal

4270.38

243

29 6 .40

Regression

£- ratio

Prob.
of £

19.69

.0001

Var iables in the <;quation

R'1

Variables

Cum.
E3

E

Prob.
of £

Family income

.117

.117

31 .94

.0001

Agent influence

.067

183

27 .05

.0001

Respondents education

.014

.197

19.69

.0405

Variables not in the equat ion
Variables

t

Sign.
t

-1 .288

.1989

- .511

.6095

Age

.885

.3769

Employment status

.382

.7031

-1. 293

.1971

- .317

.7517

.3U3

.7609

- 454

.6504

Children living at home
Race

Financial situation
Amount spent on clothing
Audience
(Extension/general public)
Place of residence
(urban or rural)
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Factor 6 - Styles
How a person feels about the clothing he/she wears, planning and
the use of time were attitude agreement statements about the homemaker's
lifestyle included in the styles factor in Table 33,

Extension agent

influence, when considered alone, accounted for 5.9% of the variance in
1ifes tyle .
Three other variables of the ten independent variables used for
multiple regression had correlation coefficients high enough to be
included in the multiple regression analysis model.

Table 33 shows the

variable of children living at home added 2.4% of the variance to the
model.

Family income and the audience type (Extension or general

public) did not come into this model, even though previous research
indicated the variables influence familv clothing decisions.
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Table

32

Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 6--Stvles
(n - 244)

Variable

Corre1at ion

Audience
(Extension/general public)
Family income

. 17

11

Interpretation

Low association

Low as soc iation

. 09

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

. 07

Low assoc iation

Amount spent on clothing

. 03

Low assoc iation

Financial situation

. 01

Low association

Employment status

- , 06

Low association

Age

- . 07

Low assoc iation

Race

- . 07

Low assoc iation

Children living at home

- .19

Low assoc iation

Agent influence

- .24

Low assoc iation

Educational

level

N o t e . The variables that did
age, educational level, race,
situation, place of residence
These variables were not used

not correlate with Factor 5--Styles were
amount spent on clothing, financial
(urban or rural).and employment status.
in the multiple regression analysis.
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Table

33

Multiple Repression Analysis of Factor 6 - -Styles

Source of variation

ss

df

168.07

2

84 .03

Res idual

1846.56

241

7.65

To ta l

701?.63

24 3

91 .86

Regression

£-ratio

Prob.
of £

10.98

.0001

Variables in the e q u a t ion
Cum.
R?
E''

Variables

£

Prob.
of £

Agent influence

.059

.059

15.28

.0001

Children living at home

.024

.083

10.98

,0124

Variables not
Variables

in the

e qu a t ion
t

Sign.
£

.265

.7910

-1 .269

.2056

Employment status

- .662

.5088

Financial situation

1 .117

.2651

Family income

1 .003

.3169

Educational level

.4 36

,6634

Amount spent on clothing

,115

.9086

1 .362

.1745

.259

,7960

Race
Age

Audience
(Extension/general pub lie)
Place of residence
(urban or rural)
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Factor /--Buying Habits
Table 34 reveals eight of the eleven variables had a correlation
coefficient higher than .10 and were used for the stepwise multiple
regression analysis for Factor 7--Buying Habits,

The financial

situation variable added 5.4% of the variance to the model when
considered alone (see Table 35), and the age variable added 6%,

The

remaining variables shown on Table 35 added to 5,8% to the overall model
of buying habits.

The Extension agent

significant in the model.

influence variable was not
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Table

34

Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 7- -Buvine
Habi ts
(D “ 244)

Variable

Correlation

Age
Educational

.22
level

.

1■

Interpretation

Low association
Low association

Family income

.17

Low association

Employment status

.

11

Low association

Amount spent on clothing

.03

Low association

Agent influence

- .01

Negligible association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

- .07

Low association

Audience
(Extension/general public)

- .13

Low association

Race

- .16

Low association

Children living at home

- .21

Low association

Financial situation

- .23

Low association

Note. The variables that did not correlate with Factor 7--Buying Habits
were amount spent on clothing, agent influence, and place of residence
(urban or rural).
These variables were not used in the multiple
regression analysis.
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Table

35

Multiple Regression Analysis of Factor 7--Buying Habits

Source of Variation

S_S

£-ratio

ill

311.56

5

62 .31

Residual

1694.67

238

6 .28

Total

1806.73

74 3

68 59

Regression

9.92

Prob .
of £

.0001

Variables in the equation
Cum.
R?

Var iables

Prob,
of £

£

Financial situation

.054

,054

13.76

.0003

Age

.060

.114

15 .45

.0001

Educational level

.031

.145

13.55

.0034

Employment status

.016

.161

11 .47

.0323

Race

,

011

.172

9.92

.0713

Variabler. not in the equ.lt ion
Sign.
Variables

Agent influence

t

a

.744

.4575

-1,206

.2290

.944

.3660

Amount spent on clothing

- .634

.5269

Audience
(Extension/general public)

- .839

.4024

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

- .759

4485

Children living at home
Family income
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Factor 8--Chanp.es

Table 36 shows only the amount spent on clothing variable with a
correlation coefficient above

.10 to be included in the changes model.

Amount spent on clothing added 1.4% to the overall model (see Table 37).
Changes in lifestyle or strategies are often associated with financial
situation in previous research, but neither this variable nor any of the
other eight variables showed significant relationships in Factor 8-Changes.
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Table

36

Correlation Coefficients of Selected Variables With Factor 8--Changes
<D - 264)

Var table

Corre1at ion

Interpretation

Children living at home

.08

Low association

Place of residence
(urban or rural)

.06

Low association

(J4

Low association

Audience
(Extension/general public)

.04

Low association

Employment status

.02

Low association

Financial situation

.02

Low association

Educational level

- .03

Low association

Agent influence

- .05

Negligible association

Family income

- .08

Low association

Race

- .09

Low association

.12

Low association

Age

Amount spent on clothing

.

N o t e . The variables that did not correlate with Factor 8--Changes were
family income level, age, educational level, race, audience type
(Extension or general public), children living at home, financial
situation, employment status, place of residence (urban or rural), and
agent influence.
These variables were not used in the multiple
regression analysis.
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Table 37
Multiple Repression Analysis of Factor 8 - -Changes

Source of Variation

SJL

df

US

£-ratio

Prob.
of Z

3.33

.0693

16,864

1

16.864

Residual

1226.318

242

5.067

Total

1262.182

24 3

21 ,931

Regression

Var iables
Variables

in

the

equa t ion
Cum,

E?

.014

Amount spent on clothing

Variables
Variables

E'

not

Z

.014

3. 33

in the equat ion
Sign.
t

t

-1.170

.2433

1 .241

.2158

■ 1 .454

,1471

Age

.548

.5841

Employment status

.080

.9366

133

.8943

- .481

.6308

Educational level

.172

.8637

Audience type
(Extension/General public;

.771

.4415

1 .038

.2910

Agent influence
Children living at home
Race

Financial situation
Family income

Place ot residence
(urban or rural)

Prob.
of £

.0693

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this study was to determine the level of economic
and social consequences (impact) attributed to the Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service (LCES) education program in major clothing areas.
The objectives of this study were to:
1. Determine the clothing practices of the LCES clothing program
audience and of the general public.
2. Determine if significant differences existed between clothing
factors of the clothing program audience and the general public when
controlled for urban/rural status.
3. Determine if selected respondent characteristics are
significant predictors of clothing practice factors.
characteristics used in this analysis were:
a. family income level
b . age
c

educational

d.

race

level

e. amount spent on clothing
f. audience type (Extension or general public)
g. children living at home
h. financial situation
i. employment status
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j . agent influence
Procedures
The population for the study was the residents of Louisiana during
the period of June 1, 1986 to July 1, 1987.

The population was

stratified into four strata by random sampling within a cluster sample.
The accessible population consisted of homemakers in 12 Louisiana
parishes.

These parishes were stratified into Extension clothing

program audience (persons who had been involved in clothing programs
through meetings or receipt of written materials or individual contacts)
and the general public.

The general public stratum was identified as

Louisiana homemakers who had not regularly participated in Extension
clothing programs.
Each stratum was further stratified into urban or rural.

The

urban parishes were Caddo, Grant, Orleans, Rapides, St. Tammany, and
Webster according to the U.S. Bureau of the Census SMSA.
parishes were Concordia, Jackson, Jefferson Davis,

The rural

Lafourche, Vermilion,

and West Feliciana.
The instrument used was a four-part questionnaire,

Section A

Included attitude statements by the homemakers about clothing lifestylerelated.

Section B contained shopping preferences according to garment

and store type.

Demographic respondent characteristics and clothing

practices were contained in Section C.

The Extension agent influence

was measured for certain program areas iti Section D.

Content validity

for the instrument was evaluated by an expert panel of college
professors, Extension specialists, and clothing and textile -related
persons.

The instrument was field tested by mail by thirty homemakers.

m
Questionnaires were sent to a systematic random sample of 400
homemakers drawn from each of the four strata at 100 per stratum.
Some 46% (185) of the sampled homemakers responded to the survey.
Telephone follow-up calls were made to 64 of the non-respondents for a
total of 249 (62%).
therefore,

Five of the returned questionnaires were unusable;

244 (61%) questionnaires were used in the study, after the

chi-square and t-test described in Chapter III, revealed that no
differences existed between the mail and phone responses.

The SPSS-X

computer program was used for data analysis.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the data related to
Objective 1.

To facilitate statistical analysis and strata comparisons

factor analysis using the Principal Components Method with Varlmax
Rotation was computed on 41 lifestyle habits, practices, and evaluative
homemaker statements.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to

determine if differences existed between the factor scores of the
Extension audience and general public for Objective 2.

Correlation

coefficients were calculated between the eight factors and selected
variables.

Stepwise multiple regression was used to determine the

variables which contributed to predicting eight clothing factor models
for Objective 3.

The alpha level for all statistical tests was preset

at .05.

Fi ndjnrs
Respondents Profile
The majority of the respondents was white and married.
Extension audience sample was composed of more older, married,

The
rural
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full-time homemakers, with more than half having completed high school.
The general public sample was urban with more education, with
approximately one-half having completed some college.

Objective 1:

Clothing Related Practices

Objective 1 was to determine the clothing practices of the LCES
clothing program audience and the general public.
Extension Impact.

The Extension audience (97%) indicated it

received home economics information regularly while the general public
sample (14,6%) indicated it received some mail and mass media
information.

More than three -fourths of the Extension audience rated

all areas of clothing emphasis as having much or some influence.

One-

third of the general public sample indicated the LCES as having much or
some influence on all areas of the clothing subject emphasis.
The care of clothing area reveals the greatest agent influence in
the some or much categories for the Extension audience and general
public

(88.9% and 35 .8%, respectively).

influence on shopping alternatives lower.

Both groups related agent
More than three -fourths of

the general public rated little or no influence on sewing methods.
Three -fourths of the Extension audience rated agent influence as having
some or much influence in the categories of sewing methods; fabric,
pattern, notion selection; and wardrobe planning.

Thirty percent of the

Extension audience rated agent influence as having little or no effect
on budgeting for needs.
Financ1a1 Changes.

Almost one-half of the two samples felt their

family financial situation remained the same during the 1987 study year.
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One-third of the general public felt its situation had worsened as
opposed to one-fifth of the Extension audience.

The Extension audience

related more changes being brought about by death, divorce, children
entering private school or college, and children leaving home; however,
the general public showed an additional family member as bringing about
financial changes in the family

The Extension audience was slightly

more enterprising in the strategies it used to meet financial
obligations.

Almost two-thirds of the general public sample felt it

could not of did not do anything to meet
Clothing Practices.

its financial obligations.

Clothing budgets differ for the two samples

with the general public revealing a greater amount ($1,327.77) compared
to the Extension audience ($1,060.53) spent on clothing.

The Extension

audience and general public attitude agreements were similar concerning
purchasing brand names and clothes that often need to be repaired from
discount stores; home sewing time, market, and reasons; planning of
purchases; and reading clothing labels
toward quality,

Dissimilar attitudes were found

fashion prejudice, and willingness to repair clothing

purchased at discount stores,

Extension audiences indicated an attitude

to employ money and quality saving techniques for discount shopping.
The Extension audience further indicated a willingness to shop different
types of stores and frustration in not finding satisfactory apparel in a
single store.
two samples,

Home sewing attitudes were shown to differ between the
the mean scores by the extension audience on quality and

economic concepts were better than were the general public mean scores.
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The Extension audience and general public was similar in their
store patronage and buying habits for most of the 19 apparel items
surveyed.

Some variation is show between the Extension audience and

general public in the area of department stores for teen wear, mens'
work clothes, and ladies dress shoes.

Discount store patronage for the

Extension audience sample showed a greater difference than did the
general public for children’s ware,
shoes.

ladies' suits, and casual or sports

Mean scores for specialty .stores (may buy categories) were

better for the Extension audience in teen clothing and mens' sportscoats
and suits; whereas,

the general public scored better for action wear.

Practices relating to shopping and home sewing habits showed over
on-half of the respondents did not sew for their families and one-third
did not sew for themselves (Extension audience spent more time sewing
per week).

Fabric-only shops were where a larger percent of both sample

respondents shopped than through alternative sources.
More than one-half of the study respondents reported shopping in
department stores for clothing.

Almost 10% of the general public

shopped in clothing-only stores for themselves compared to approximately
15% of the Extension audience.

Two-thirds of the study respondents

revealed they were married and had children in the home.

More Extension

audience indicated they usually did not shop with their families, or
shopped with their husband and children over 13 -years -of -age than did
the general public.
Lifestyle and Evaluative Factors.

Factor scores were produced for

39 (which loaded at .35) of the 91 clothing lifestyle, habits, and
practices evaluative statements.

Eight factors resulted, which were
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used rather than raw data In further statistical analyses.
produced were sewing, quality, elitism,
buying habits, and

lifestyle changes.

objectives one and

two.

Objective 2:

shopping,

The factors

frugality,

lifestyles,

These factors were used for

Analysis of Covarience of Clothing Factors

Analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were used to determine if
differences existed between the clothing factors of the Extension
audience and general public while holding constant the place of
residence (urban or rural) for each of the prediction factors.

The

Extension audience

had significantly higher scores for the factors

sewing,

and lifestyle.

frugality,

The place of residence (urban or

rural) was not statistically significant in any of the factors.

Objective 3:

Regression Analysis of Clothing Factors

Objective 3 was to determine if selected respondent
characteristics were significant predictor;; of clothing practices.
all cases, selected respondent characteristics

In

(variables) accounted

for less than one-fifth of the variance in the clothing factors
(homemakers' attitudes, habits, and practices agreement).

The variables

selected from the literature review were family income level, age,
respondents' educational levels,

race, amount spent on clothing,

audience (Extension or general public), children living at home,
financial situation, employment status, and agent influence.

A variable

was included in the multiple regression model if the correlation between
the variable and factor scores was

.10 or lug,her.
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The strongest prediction models were found for the factors
frugality (fi2 - .20) and buying habits.

Extension agent clothing

influence entered all factors except buying habits and lifestyle
changes.

The variable of place of residence (urban or rural) was not a

predictor, and race and age were predictors in only the buying habits
factor.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The conclusions and recommendations are listed below.

They are

arranged according to the objective to which each refers.
Objective 1

Conclusions
Extension agents influence both the Extension audience and the
general public clothing practices as the groups are defined in this
study.

Clothing care practices were used most by the Extension audience

and the general public followed by fabric, pattern, and notions
selection; sewing methods; wardrobe planning; budgeting for needs; and
shopping alternatives.
The Extension audience perceived that they were influenced by the
Extension agent in all areas of clothing emphasis.

These findings are

similar to the findings from the Futrell and Wilson study (1983).

The

Extension audience and the general public appear to use agent influence
for shopping alternatives less often than other clothing program
emphasis areas.

Although the Louisiana general public received some

clothing information through mass media efforts by the Extension agent,
it appears that most did not perceive that they were influenced by the
Extension agent in any area of clothing emphasis.

These findings differ
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from Rowe (1985) who reported 53 percent of Idaho Extension clients and
general public used mass media information and indicated this
information useful.
Financial situation changes for a family have an impact on the
clothing practices and strategies to clothe that family.

The Extension

audience used the strategies of making things at home, starting a home*
based business, having another family member employed, cutting out
extras, making-do, and taking extra jobs or overtime more often to meet
financial obligations than did the general public.

Both the Extension

audience and the general public equally altered their budgets, yet the
number of the respondents to do so was less than for other strategies.
More of the general public sample (almost twice as many) than the
Extension audience sample concluded it could not or did not do anything
to help meet its financial obligations.

The general public spent a

greater smount on clothing its family than did the Extension audience.
Extension audience respondents shopped more at different types of
stores and related a greater frustration in not finding satisfactory
apparel in a single store than did the general public.

This audience

appears to employ money-saving and quality-rendering (remake or repair)
attitudes and skills toward purchasing garments at a discount store.
The Extension audience and general public reported traditional
shopping attitudes in the type of store shopped most often.

These

audiences revealed they shopped most often in a department store.
supports Alcorn's (1986) findings that homemakers preferred the
department store for purchasing clothing.

This
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Time spent shopping for clothing Indicates Extension audience
respondents tend to employ either fewer short periods of time or more
longer periods of time than do the general public.

This may Indicate

the use of better decision-making skills and shopping techniques on the
part of the Extension audience.
Categories of clothing buying preferences at three different types
of stores by the Extension audience tended to show wiser use of decision
making skills for shopping alternatives than did the general public.
Yet, this audience rated its Extension agent influence for shopping
alternatives lower than other areas of clothing program emphasis.
Home sewing is employed less often by both the Extension audience
and the general public than in the past.

The Extension audience spent

more time sewing for itself and its families and less time shopping for
fabric than did the general public.
(1987).

This finding is supported by Rowe

Although 9U percent of the respondents in the Rowe study did

home sewing for their self and family, clothing related sewing programs
were cited as being needed less often than other clothing management
programs.
Recommendations

The questionnaire could be improved in section B by defining the
store types, such as "department store", "discount store" and "specialty
store",

for clarity to the respondents in the study.

Agent influence in Extension clothing programs is important to the
adoption of recommended practices.

Additional research in the areas of

budgeting for needs and shopping alternatives is needed for Extension
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Dear Homemaker:
Thank you for jnswtrlnp the following questionnaire concerning
thr clothing habits of vour family. Your ansurx are very
important as only c few people in the state will be completing this
form. You will be helping us to plan clothing programs In your
parlsh.
Answer the following questions concerning how you receive
information from the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service.
Are you receiving Information from the Louisiana Cooperative
Extension Service at this time? (Circle one answer)
YES
NO
If yes, how are you receiving this information’ Check (✓) all
that apply:
____
____

I. Regular mailing
direct mail from parish Home economist

____

1. Mass medi.s (radio. TV, newspaper)

____

4 • Not receiving

1 33

In this section we are Interested In your family's clothing
and how you feel about shopping and sewing. Please read each
of the following statements and circle the n u m h e T which best
describes your agreement or disagreement with each statement.
1-STRONGLY AGREE
> SOMEWHAT AGREE
3-UNDECIDED
4-SOMEVHAT DISAGREE
5-STRONGLY DISACREE

1.

I like to go shopping for clothes.

2.

1 like to go to stores to see what's new
in clot hing.

3.

I like to go shopping for fabric.

4.

I go shopping for clothes often.

5.

I like to shop In manv different types of
stores for clothing.

6.

T buy only top quality clothing.

7.

I prefer to shop for clothing in stores
that do not discount price*.

8.

t feel that heme sewing Is a way to save
money.

9.

I plan ay clothing purchases.

10.

I get more for try money If I buy national
brandnaae clothing at discount prices.

11.

1 plan ay family's clothing purchases.

12.

1 feel 1 spend wore on ary family's
clothing than ay own.

13.

I make clothing purchases only when there
la a need, not on impulse.

1*.

Discount stores carry clothing that Is
just as fashionable as stores that
do not discount price.

15.

I become very frustrated when I shop for
clothes If I can’t find what I want in a
store.

16.

I make fabric purchases only when there
Is a need, not on Impulse.

17. I am willing to pen more for top quality
clothing.

13*.

1-STRONGLY AGREE
2-SOMEWHAT ACREf.
3-UNDEC1DED
4“SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
5-STFONGtY DISAGREE
18.
19.
30.

When I cannot find the clothes I vant,
I sew.

12 3 4 5

Sewing raeans 1 get better quality Items
than what I can buy,

1 2 3. ■4 5

Because of my active lifestyle, I need a
variety of clothes.

13

3

3'.

1 feel I spend a lot of money cn clothes.

13

3 - 3

33.

Wearing good clothes is part of the good
life.

13

3

4

1 feel I can get a better fit in garment#
that I sew.

13

3

4 5

1 examine a garment before buying because
quality is important to me.

13

3

4

5

I know that a garment's fiber content
(example: cotton, polyester, rayon) mokes
a difference init* quality.

12

3

4

5

I read the labels on clothing and fabric
I buy.

12

3

4

5

Garments of higher quality, scams usually
are overcast or finished In some way so
they won't ravel out.

12

3

4

5

1 feel my knowledge of sewing allows me to
do a better job of repairing garments.

12

3

4

5

1 feel chat buying garments that are
second hand at a garage sale or thrift
shop is not for me.

12

3

4

5

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

28.
29.

30. Sewing is one of ay leisure activities as
It allow* me to be creative and to "get
away from it all".

4 1

5

1 2 3 4 5

31. I feel most clothing purchased at a
discount store can be repaired or reworked
to give a better quality garment for mv
family's clothing.

13

3

4!

32. 1 feel that the home sewing market is not
as it used to be.

12

3

4!
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) -STRfiNU.Y

Af' H K E

.’ - S OME WHAT

ACKE E

3-UNDECIDED
4-SOMEVHAT DISAGREE
5-STRONCi.T CISAGREE
33.

34.
35.
35.
33.

Clothing purchased from discount
stores often netds to be repaired
(hems rescltched, buttons resewn, etc. )
after a few veerings.

1 1 3

Most people no longer sew because of
lack of clme.

1 3 3 4 5

1 am willing to repair garments
purchased from a discount store.

13

T buy ciorc from discount stores as
compared to how I shopped two vears ap.
i sew less than I did three (13 vears

1 3

3

’
.3

3 4 5

Ubat you think of yourself is reflected
bv what vou wear.

13

3 4 5

1 feel I am satisfied with oy clothes
in my wardrobe.

13

3 4 5

3R . 1 buv mere comple* clothing and sew
simple garments.

40.

41. I prefer to buy only clothing that can
be cared for at home.
R.

3 4 5

' . 3 3 4 5

ago.

39.

4 5

4

5

1 3 ) 4 5

We would like to know how you shop for clothes so that we can
provide you with better information on getting the most for
rour shopping dollar. Please review the following list and
select the response that best describes where you might
purchase each item.
l-PP.EFF.E TO BUT
3-MAT RUT
3-hTVEP BUT
Preference of buying in a store type
(Circle one number under each store
type for each item.)
Special ity
Department
Discount
(Clothing)
Store
Store
Store

I.

Sleepwear, Undetgiraents
and Hosiery

13

3

13

3

13

3. Infants wear
Children's wear

1 ) 3

1 3 3

1 3 3

3.

1 ) 9

1 3 1

1 3 3

Teen’s Wear

3

1-PREFER TO BUT
2-HAY BUT
3-REVER BUT

Department
Score

Spec la 11ty
(Clothing)

Discount
Store

Store

u.

Men's dress shirts A slacks

I 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

5.

Men's work clothes

1 -i

3

I 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

3

1 2 3

i : 3

7,

Action wear (jogging,tennis) 1 2

3

i : 3

1 2

3

8.

Ladles* coats and suits

1 T 3

1 2

1 2

3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

6. Women’s blouses A sweaters

9. Men’s sports coats and suits

3

10.

Ladles' dress shoes

1

3

1 2 3

i : 3

11

Men’s dress shoes

1 *

)

1 2 3

i

12.

Casual or sports shoes

1 2 3

i : 3

1 2 3

13.

Children’s shoes

1 2

3

i : 3

I 2 3

U

Accessories

1 T 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

.

C.

.

: 3

In this section, vc would like to ask you a few questions
about yourself and your family to help Interpret the Tesults.
If the family situation does not apply to you, do not answer the
section "For Your Family".

I. Row much time do you spend on an average shopping trip for
clothing for yourself and/or your family?
(Circle one number.)
(Circle one number.)
FOR YOURSELF
FOR YOUR FAMILY
1. Less than 1 hour
1. Less than 1 hour
2.
1 to 3 hours
2. I Co 3 hours
3. More than 3 hours
3. More than 3 hours
Row much time do you spend on an average shopping trip including
tTaval time for fabric for yourself and/or your family?
(Circle one number.)
(Circle one number.)
FOR YOURSELF
FOR YOUR FAMILY
1. Less than I hour
1. Less than 1 hour
2. 1 to 3 hours
2 . 1 to 3 hours
3. More than 3 hours
3. More than 3 hours
4. Do not shop for fabric
4. Do not shop for fabric
Where do you usually shop for clothing for yourself and/or
family?
(Circle one number.)
(Circle one number.)
FOR YOURSELF
FOR YCUR FAMILY
1- Department store
t. Department store
2
2. Discount store
Discount store
3. Clothing-only store
3. Clothing-only store
4 . Department store catalog
t. Department store catalog
3. Speciality catalog
5. Speciality catalog
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C,

Where da you usually shop for fabric and notions for home sewn
garment* for yourself and/or family'
(Circle one number,)
(Circle one number.)
FOR YOURSELF
FOR TOUR FAMILY
]. Department store
I. Department store
■) Discount store
2
Discount store
3. Fabric-only shop
3. Fabric-only shop
i. , Speciality fabric catalog
c . Speclelitv fabric catalog
5. In-home fabric shows
5 . ln-home fabric shows
6 . Mill-end stores
b. Mill-end stores

5.

How many hours do you spend per week on sewing garments
for yourself and/or your family?
(Circle one number.)
(Circle one number.)
FOR YOURSELF
FOR YOUR FAMILY
t. Less than ! hour
1. Less than 1 hour
Z. 1 to 3 hours
2.
1 to 1 hours
3. More than 1 hours
3, More than 1 hours
c, hoes not apply
. Does not apply
Do you shop with your family"’
(Circle one number.)
CLOTHING
L. Yes
2. No
3. Does not apply

(Circle one numbe r.)
FABRIC
1. Yes
2 . No
3. Doe s not app 1v

7.

Which members of your immediate family usually go shopping
with you?
(Circle all numbers that apply.)
1. Children under 3 years of age
2. Children 5 to 13
3. Children over 13 years of age
A. Husband
5, Usually shop without my family

8.

Your present marital status (Circle one number.)
1, Iever married
2. Harried
3. Divorced
6. Separated
5. Widowed

9.

If you have children living in your home, how many'*

10. Do you own (or are you buying) your own home1
'
(Circle one number.)
1. Yes
2, No
II.

Your race (Circle one number)
I. Atnerlcan Indian
2. Black
3. Hispanic
(*. Oriental
5. White
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12.

Your present age (Circle one number.!
1. IB Co 23 years of age
2. 26 to 40
3. 41 to 65
4. 66 and over

13.

Your work status (Circle one number.)
1. Employed full-time (32 hours or more per week)
2. Employed part-time (less than 32 hours peT week)
3. Unemployed - seeking work
4. Retired
5. Full-time homemaker

14.

fl.

If you are presently employed, please describe your occupa
tion. (If retired, describe your occupation before retire
ment .)
Title :
Find of work you do or did:____________________________

b.

Kind of company or business:________

__

If married, please describe your husband's occupation.
retired, describe his occupation before retirement.)

(If

Title:
Kind of work:
Kind of company or business:________________________
15. Row has your family's financial situation changed during the
period from January I, 19B6 to January I, 1987?
(Circle one number.)
1. Improved
2. Stayed the same
3. Uorsened
4 , No answer
16. The reason for this change Is:
(Circle all that apply.)
1. Extra income
2. Loss of job
3. Children (Child) left home
4. Child entered college, boarding, private or parochial school
5. Additional family member
6. Death
7. Divorce
8. Slow economy
9. Other
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17.

To meet financial obligations In your (omily during the period
of January 1. 1966 to January I, 1987 you or a family member:
(Circle all that apply.)
1.
Took an extra Job orworked overtime
2. Another family member became employed
3. Changed your family budget
4. Started a home-baaed business
5. Make thing:, at home (garden, seu, repairs, etc.)
6.
Made do with what von had
'.
Cut out the "extras"
8. Did or could not do anvthlng

18,

Approximately, what was the family’s annual Income, and if married,
vour husband's Income from all sources, before taxes in 19861
(Circle one number.) (Circle one number.) (Circle onr number.)
TOTAL FAMILY INCOME
YOUR HUSBAND'S INCOME
t. Less than J10.000
1. Less than tlO.OOO
7. 10.OCl to 2C.OOO
2. 10,001 to 20.000
3. 20,001 to 30,000
3. 20,001 to 30.000
30,001 to 1-0,000
4. 30,001 to 40,000
5. 40.001 to 50,000
5- 40.001 to 50,000
6. Over 50,000
6. Ove r 50,000

19,

What are the highest levels of education that you, and If
married, your husband have completed?
(Circle one number.)
(Circle one number.)
YOTR EDUCATION
YOUF HUSBAND'S EDUCATION
1. Some high school
1. Some high school
2. Completed high school
2. Completed high school
3. Some college
3. Some college
4 . Completed college
4. Completed college
5. Some graduate work
5. Some graduate work
6. Graduate degree
6. Graduate degree

20.

You spent approximately the following on clothing (ready to wear or
over the counter fabrics) and shoes for your family during Che period
of January 1, 1986 to January 1, 1987.
t__________ (amount)

D.

I feel that agents from the Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
have Influenced the way in which 1 do the lolloving:
(Circle the number which best describes influence on each subject.)
1-MUCH INFLUENCE
2-SOKE INFLUENCE
3-LITTLE OF NO INFLUENCE
(Circle one number.)

1.

budgeting for needs

1 2 3

2.

Wardrobe planning

I 2 3

3-

Shopping Alternatives
(stores, catalogs, etc.)

i

: 3

4.

Fabric, patterns, notion selection

i

: i

5.

Sewing methods

1

2 3

6.

Care of clothing (repair 6 laundry)

1

2

3

Thank you for completing thi* questionnaire. Tour answers will
be kept confidential and used for research purposes only. The
results of this research will be used for planning and carrying our
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Resource Management/Clothing programs.
If you wish to moke any conoaents below, please do so.
Comments:

Return the questionnaire In the enclosed envelope to:
Clothing Specialist
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service
University Station
Baton Rouge , LA 70803
Thank you.
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LOUISIANA
COOPERATIVE
EXTENSION SERVICE

y

LOUISIANA STATE

U N I V t R S l T V A G A l C U i T U A At. C E N T E R

BiiCFi Rougt LA 7OAKS >900
* 0 4 3M -4141

May 1, 1967
Parish Home Economist f..r 12 parishes
IVar llione ttonomlM 's name;
I'er our conversation concerning tiie I-.tension clothing Impac t btudy, 1
need the following:
1.
2.

Extension Home Economics program participant m.tiling list.
Current telephone book (s) for vour parish. F'lease mark the
sections of the telephone hook (s) that include towns or rural
areas of your parish. This vlll assist in drawing names that
are residents of your parish.

Please return the above by May 1st,
Thank you for your assistance.
worthwhile Impact study.

I’m looking forward to us completing a

Sincere]y,

F.vva L, Z. Wilson
Extension Associate friothing'1
EI.11W:se
cc:

.. : Jt,-| , . * N *
•Ml * 4 M

V ‘[ l ]

ht. Hobble McFatter
Dr. 5atish Verroa
Appropriate District Agents
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K*mX>W
flftio n R o u g «

LA 7 0 6 0 3 1 9 0 0

S043W-4141

July 11, 1987

Dear Homemaker:
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service vhich sponsors your parish
home economics program plans Its programs based on the needs and
Interests of the people In each parish. To do this we need your help.
Clothing management continues to be a problem for young people and
families. To prepare better programs, we need to know how Louisiana
families handle their clothing budgets, shopping and wardrobe planning.
Your name was selected at random to answer the enclosed questionnaire.
This Is an opportunity for you to help us plan our programs. There is
no way that you can be Identified with your answers. There is alao room
If you would like to write In comments or suggestiona.
Only a few people In the whole state will be completing this form.
Other families may be asked for Information on food, housing, or other
subjects. If you haveany questions, please call or write the parish
office. When you have completed the form, mall It back to the state
office at LSI) In Baton rouge In the envelope provided by August 1.
Please do not bring It to the parish office.
Thank you for your help. This Is an important step toward making
Extension programs suit your needs.
Sincerely,

Home Economist name
Extension Home Economist
Parlah
/se
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July 27,

■
■ a. . H ' C i ' U i m -

At . ;' l i u

At."

■

\

I.1

. v ,J£ r a i i n c ,

1987

Last week you received a questionnaire asking for clothing
information to use for program planning by the Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service.
If you have already completed and returned it to me, please
accept our sincere thanks.
If not, please do so today.
Because only a select group of persons received the question
naire, your answers are important to give an accurate picture
of Louisiana households clothing practices.
If by chance you did not receive the questionnaire, or it has
been misplaced call 504-388-4141 or write me at the address on
the front and I will get one in the mail today.

Evva

L-

2.

Wilson

Extension Associate (Clothing)

APPENDIX E
Second Letter to Homemakers
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T 06W 1900
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August 3, 1987
Dear Homemaker:
About three weeks ago you received a letter from your parish Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service Home Economist seeking vour opinion on
clothing management practices. As of today we have not received your
completed questionnaire.
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service has undertaker, this study
because of the belief that to be able to prepare better programs, we
need to know how Louisiana families handle their clothing budgets,
shopping and wardrobe planning.
We are writing to you again because of the significance each
questionnaire has to the usefulness of this study. Your name was drawn
through a scientific sampling process In which every household in your
parish which has a telephone or received Louisiana Extension
information had an equal chance of being selected. In order for the
results of this study to be truly representative of the clothing
practices and opinions of Louisiana homemakers, it Is essential that
each person in the sample return their questionnaire.
In the event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a replacement
is enclosed.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Lvva L. Z. Wilson
Extension Associate (Clothing)
Clothing Survey Coordinator
EL7.W:se
e n d

osure

cc : Parish Home Economist
Dr. Bobbie McKatter
Dr. Satish Verma
P.S. A number of people have written to ask when the results will be
available. We plan to have the p r i t n a r v report compiled in Octoher.
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August 1, 1987

Parish Home Economist
Dear Name,
The Clothing Impact (Juestionna1re has been mailed and approximately
ont-lourtli have heen received. I an sending the follow-up letter at
this time. The letter sent with the follow-up Is enclosed for your
tiles,
below are the client numbers for the questionnaire which have not been
returned. If you visit with any of these persons, give them a gentle
reminder to return their questionnaire. After September 30 we will
begin to do follow-up calls.
The questionnaires not returned to me are numbers: ________________

Thank you for your assistance.
Since rely,

Ewa L. Z. Wilson
Extension Associate (Clothing)
ELZW:se
cc:

l
*M J *

4 M

Dr. Bobble McFatter
Dr. Satlsh Verma
Appropriate District Agent
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r a n LOUISIANA
U N C O O P E R A T IV E
L O J E X T E N S I O N SERVICE
Khadc Hall
>0003* BOO
40*»|4t4*

LA

September 19, 1987
Dear Homemaker:
Earlier this summer you received a letter from your parish Louisiana
Cooperative Extension Service Home Economist seeking your opinion on
clothing management practices. As of today we have not received your
completed questionnaire.
The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service has undertaken this study
because of the belief that to be able to prepare better programs, we
need to know how Louisiana families handle their clothing budgets,
shopping and wardrobe planning.
Ue are writing to you again because of the significance each
questionnaire has to the usefulness of this study. Your name was drawn
through a scientific sampling process. In order for the results of this
study to be truly representative of the clothing practices and opinions
of Louisiana homemakers, it is essential that each person In the sample
return their questionnaire.
In the event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a replacement
is enclosed.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
(L-'T'V'K
F.wa L. Z. Wilson
Extension Associate (Clothing)
Clothing Survey Coordinator
ELZW;se
enclosure
cc:

l O U lSiA **
A AM

C U U l 'j t

Farish Home Economist
Dr. Bobbie HcFatter
Dr. Satisb Verrna
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Table A l .
Respondent characteristics

Extension “
audience
Characteristics

f

4

General b
oublic
II

Residency

£

4

141

103

Rural

82

:>8.2

24

23.3

Urban

39

41,8

79

76.7

Race

140

American Indian

99

2

1.4

2

2.0

Black

16

11.4

17

17.2

White

122

87.1

80

80.8

Missing data
Number of children

1

4

at homec

141

103

1

23

16.3

17

16.5

2

28

19.9

26

25.2

3

8

5.7

16

15.5

9.2

0

0

4

13

5 and Over

4

2.8

2

1.9

NoChildren

65

46,1

42

40.8

(table continues)
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Table

Al

(continued)

Respondent Characteristics

Extension ‘
audience
Characteristics

4

£

Marital status
Never married

General b
public
D

£

4

139

99

1

0./

16

16.2

110

79.1

68

68.7

Divorced

9

2.9

2

2.0

Separated

1

0.7

5

5.1

23

16.6

8

8.1

Married

Uidowed
Missing data

2

9

Age
18 to 25

138
1

.

7

100
8

8.0

26 to 40

2 2 1 5 . 9

90

90.0

Al to 65

72

52.2

92

92.0

65 and Over

93

31.2

10

10.0

Missing data

3

3

(table continues)
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A1

(continued)

Respondent Characteristics

Extension “
audi enee
Characteristics

f

4

General 6
pub1lc
U

£

4

139

Homemakers work status

99

Emploved full-time

25

18.0

30

30 .3

Employed part-time

16

11.5

18

18 .2

3

2.2

6

6.1

Retired

32

2 3.0

13

13.1

Full-time homemaker

63

45 .3

32

32.3

Unemployed

Hissing data

4

2

Homemaker education level

131

Some high school

16

12 2

14

14 .9

Completed high school

/U

5 3.4

32

34 .0

Some college

19

14. 5

18

19.1

Completed college

13

9 .9

14

14.9

1

.8

2

2.1

Graduate degree

12

9.2

14

14 .9

Missing data

10

Some graduate work

9

(table continues)
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Table

Al

(continued)

Respondent Characteristics

Extension"
aud ietice
Charac teristics

£

Ceneral B
public
n

4

f

4

104

Faintly income

86

Less than 10,000

23

2 3.1

12

14 .0

10,001 to 20,000

32

30, 8

21

24 .4

20,001 to 30,000

19

18.3

9

10. 5

30,001 to 40.000

12

11.5

22

25.6

40,001 to 50,000

9

8 .7

6

7.0

Over 50,000

9

8 .7

16

18 .6

Missing data
Home ownership
Own
Other (rent, etc)
Missing data

37

17
139

124
13

2

D

98

89 .2

85

86 .7

10.8

13

13 .3

5
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Table

Al

(continued)

Respondent Characteristics

Extension “
audience
Charac terist ics

X

I

General b
oubllc
f

d

Type job (Husband)

i

n

92

63

19

2u .7

18

28.6

Clerical & sales

14

15.2

13

20 .6

Service

11

12.0

11

17.5

Agr iculture

12

1)0

1

1.6

Process ing

11

12.0

7

11. 1

Machine trades

5

5.4

1

1.6

Benchwork

4

4,3

1

1.6

St ructural

11

12 .0

11

17.5

r
J

0

0.0

49

40

Professional,
or managerial

Miscellaneous
Missing data

technical,

VITA

Evva Lena Zeagler Wilson was born at Columbia, Louisiana.
an honor graduate of her high school.

She was

Following graduation, she

enrolled at the Northeast Louisiana University and was awarded several
scholarships before receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in Vocational
Home Economics Education.

While at NLU, she received several school

honors including Outstanding Student Teacher of the Year; membership in
the honorary professional fraternities Omicron Nu (home economics) and
Delta Kappa Lamina (art).

As an undergraduate she hosted a daily

television show at KNOE-TV.

She completed tier Masters Degree In

Extension Education at Louisiana State University.
Her professional career has included being employed by the
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service as a Home Economist and
Clothing/Textiles Specialist.

She taught adult education classes for a

national retail chain and Junior High School in the Monroe City School
System.

She served as public relations and special events coordinator

for the Louisiana State Fair and Civic Complex; and used her training as
a free-lance home economist for local, regional,

and national media.

She Is an active member of numerous organizations and has served
in national,

state, and local offices including the Fashion Group;

American Society for Testing and Materials; American Association of
Textile Chemists and Colorists; Association of College Professors of
Textiles and Clothing,

Inc.; Gamma Sigma Delta agricultural honor

society; and the Costume Society of America
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